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Abstract 
 

In recent years, the emerging trends in cloud computing technologies have given rise to different 

computing services through the Internet. Organizations across the globe have seized this 

opportunity as a critical business driver for computing resource access and utilities that will 

indeed support significant business operations. Embracing SaaS as a crucial business factor 

enhances corporate business strategy through economies of scale, easy manageability, cost-

effectiveness, non-geographical dependence, high reliability, flexible resources, and fast 

innovation. However, this has also come with various risks due to the limitation of traditional 

user identity and access control solutions’ inability to effectively identify and manage cloud 

users’ authorization process when interacting with the cloud. The limit can result in a legitimate 

user account's impersonation to carry out malicious activities after the user account is 

compromised to go undetected since traditional solutions seldom function based on user behavior 

trust level behind any account. 

Furthermore, the limitation is a significant vulnerability to the cloud environment. This 

vulnerability is known to be exploited by threats that can eventually lead to substantial 

unacceptable risks that can undermine security principles or requirements such as confidentiality, 

integrity, and availability. Significant consequences of this risk are categorized into financial 

damages, legal implications, reputational damages, and regulatory implications to the cloud 

environment. As a result, a solution that could contribute to the remediation of these potential 

risks incurred due to the limitation of user identity and access control management was proposed 

and designed as User Behavior Trust-Based Adaptive Security framework. The design aims to 

enhance how cloud users' identity and access control might be managed effectively based on a 

user behavior trust context and adaptation of corresponding access control measures through 

adaptive security. The design capability was manifested by integrating it into the standard 

ISO/2705:2018 Risk Management process. Although, there have been several good information 

security frameworks such as ISO/IEC 27005:2018 and other technical countermeasures such as 

SaaS Identity & Access Management (IDaaS) to deal with this risk on the public cloud services. 

However, they are based on static mitigation approaches, so there is a solid need to shift towards 

a more dynamic strategical approach.  

The presented design work, User Behavior Trust-Based Adaptive Security framework, intends 

to serve as a proposed guideline for risk mitigation that would enhance user identity and access 

control limitations across the cloud. The solution functions by a trust modeling process that 

evaluates cloud user activities to compute a user behavior comprehensive trust degree. The 

resulting data is further used as input feeds parameters into a policy decision point process. The 

policy decision point process adapts the input parameters to user behavior trust level and 

behavior risk rating to determine the appropriate access control decision. Ultimately, the adaptive 

security solution consults the policy decision points to dynamically enforce the corresponding 

controls measures based on the access control decision received as input feed. The report also 
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conducts a risk assessment process to identify vulnerabilities, threats, and risks related to user 

behavior trust level and risk rating regarding SaaS resources. Then adapt the mitigation solution, 

User Behavior Trust-Based Adaptive Security framework, as a possible risk treatment within 

the risk management process ISO/2705:2018.  

This report uses a design methodology derived from User Behavior Trust Modelling 

scientific research work, Gartner Adaptive Security Architecture Model, and eXtensible 

Access Control Markup Language's policy decision point concept. The design evaluates user 

behavior trust level by the trust modeling, while the integrated policy decision point processes 

the trust level to make the access control decision which is later enforced by the adaptive 

security solution. The report further adapts the risk management procedure ISO/2705:2018 to 

identify risk from user behavior and trust level, then implements the design solution as a 

possible risk treatment. The research findings were documented as Results and Discussion, 

where the functional and operational aspects of the designed framework were provided. In 

addition, the effects of applying the framework as a possible risk treatment solution were 

observed through conducting an ISO/2705:2018 risk management procedure. The notable 

outcome of a reduction of identified risk levels was an improvement in user attitude or 

behavior, which eventually increased user behavior trust level and reduced associated 

behavior risk. At the same time, the discussion detailed the interpretation of the results, 

implications, and limitation of the research,  why the framework could be considered a 

remediation solution beyond the state-of-the-art for cloud user identity and access 

management—precisely by integrating user behavior, trust, policy decision making with 

adaptive security into risk management process to reduce IDM-associated risk in the SaaS.    

Finally, this study has outlined the significance of adopting the designed framework as a 

possible mitigation solution to enhance the shortcomings of user identity and access control 

management in the cloud. It has demonstrated that SaaS identified risk can be reduced to an 

acceptable level when user behavior and activities are taken seriously. Insight into the current 

trust state and associated risk level of cloud users are vital for continuous risk monitoring and 

reduction. The solution is to be used as a recommended guideline that might significantly 

contribute to the research community and information security field of cloud security. Future 

research direction to consider the possibility of simulating and transforming this conceptual 

and abstract framework into a real-world working solution due to research work limitations. 

The framework was designed based on recognized and accepted scientific and technological 

principles and concepts, from user behavior trust modeling, eXtensible access control markup 

language, and adaptive security architecture. In addition, to extend this concept to a future 

research area that will focus exclusively on application-processes behavior. 

Keywords:  Risk Assessment, Security countermeasure, Risk Management, Risk 

Mitigation, Adaptive Security Controls, Threats, Risk, Vulnerabilities, User Behavior Trust 

Degree, User Behavior Risk Rating,  Policy Decision Point, Policy Enforcement Point,  

User Behavior Trust Model, Adaptive Security Architecture, SaaS, Public Cloud.  
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                                                                  Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

The business goal of organizations migrating or already migrating to public cloud computing 

services seems to be visibly beneficial on several fronts; scalability, easy manageability, cost-

effectiveness, non-geographical dependence, economies of scale, and high reliability. When 

focusing precisely on SaaS, major business organizations have integrated the service model as 

part of their business strategy, both on strategic and tactical levels. Thus, it comes as no surprise 

from Gartner's forecast on world public cloud revenue, according to Gartner estimates, the SaaS 

service model will continue to maintain dominance in the public cloud service models, with sales 

in 2020 expected to grow $105 billion and in 2022 will generate close to $141 billion of dollars 

[1]. Cloud service consumers utilize the provider's ability to host servers centrally, storage, 

database, network, intelligence, and software services [2]. Thus, delivering access to end-users 

over the Internet through a commonly used web browser, without end-users needing to install 

client software at affordable cost. Coupling this aspect with cloud service provider's 

infrastructure, applications management, and security & privacy ownership, the cloud service 

customer is responsible for the security of interfaces or people and data [3]. Therefore, it will 

undoubtedly support primary business operations for organizations subscribing to these services.  

Despite these benefits, the risk to critical assets is of significant concern caused by exploits in 

cloud users' identity and access control management vulnerabilities. New research findings 

published by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) detailed these recent risks and challenges that 

can undermine the cloud's core security requirements of confidentiality, integrity, availability, 

authentication, authorization, accountability, and privacy [4]. In addition,  commonly known 

vulnerabilities associated with the SaaS environment were also published in the Top 10 Web 

Application Security Risks [5]. Significant challenges identified through the risk assessment 

process become a problem for organizations adopting public cloud service when it falls out of the 

established risk threshold, above the risk appetite and tolerance levels established within the risk 

management policy. As a result, negative consequences such as financial damages, legal 

implications, reputational damages, and regulatory implications usually tend to be the outcome 

and should be remediated [6]. 

Current static mitigation approaches implemented through information security frameworks; 

System and Organization Controls (SOC) Reporting, General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR), and ISO/IEC 27017:2015 and SaaS Identity & Access Management (IDaaS), to name a 

few, are currently not sufficient for tackling and resolving emerging threats and risks in a 

dynamic environment like the cloud computing environment. Due to this limitation, researchers 

and several information security organizations have proposed shifting towards a more dynamic 

threat mitigation solution by adapting adaptive security with integrated user behavior trust 

context.  An example can be seen in the IoT research field, where interconnected IoT nodes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner
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conserve energy usage through adaptive security while maintaining security, another reason for 

shifting towards a dynamic adaptive solution. According to [7-10], adaptive security with 

integrated trust context will provide a real-time response, effectivity, flexibility, robustness, and 

self-defective to the cloud computing environment [11-15].  

However, adaptive security solutions alone are not sufficient. As detailed in some research, it 

must function or act in a particular context, such as trust-aware, context-aware, risk-aware, etc. 

Thereby, integrating user behavior trust context into adaptive security solutions to adapt and 

enforce the appropriate access control decision accordingly might be essential to evaluate user 

access properly. Seamlessly supporting the enhancement of cloud user identity and access control 

management towards securing the fundamental security requirements of confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, authorization, accountability, and privacy against emerging threats [16-18].    

 

1.1 Problem Statement  

 

The primary security challenges identified through the risk assessment process become a 

fundamental problem for organizations adapting SaaS public cloud service. When risk falls out of 

the established risk threshold level, that's is, above the risk appetite and tolerance levels 

established within the risk management policy [6]. For example, the vulnerability of the user 

identity and access control mechanism to uniquely tie the user to their behavior before and after 

granting access to cloud users coupled with untrusted conduct of the user will undoubtedly lead 

to exploit by a threat, triggering an attack or security incidents on SaaS critical assets. In addition, 

compromised information security objectives or requirements can be considered a security 

problem. Primary sources of these problems can be associated with direct or indirect threats from 

the user due to malicious behavior, as expressed previously. The OWASP Top 10 Web 

Application Security Risks and The Treacherous Twelve' Cloud Computing Top Threats in 2016 

[4-5] categorized some known vulnerabilities related to SaaS, ineffective user-identity, and 

access management among them. 

User-Identity and Access Management Issues (IAM) & SaaS Identity & Access 

Management (IDaaS) Vulnerability 

Access layer applications such as end-user browsers with embedded java and ActiveX plugin are 

the main entry point to SaaS infrastructure over the Internet and can be vulnerable. Furthermore, 

the web application and services are not excluded from vulnerabilities due to their central role in 

processing and delivering SaaS services; SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, XML, REST, and HTTP [19-

22]. Therefore, they are possibly prone to threat exploits and attacks.  

Implementing IAM is highly significant to enforce and manage users' access in identity 

management, authentication, and authorization to cloud Services in a multitenant and on-demand 

environment. IAM technologies provide a static access control mechanism with its vulnerability 
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associated with major Single sign-on (SSO) technologies; OpenID Connect, OAuth 2.0, 

Federated identity [23-27]. Coupling with issues directly relating to users and process entities like 

a weak password policy, credential theft, lack of security awareness, and privilege escalation.   

Limitation to handle proper cross-domain access control for multiple users and processes 

across multitenant diverse domains and the inability to evaluate, detect and prevent authenticated 

and authorized user or process entity behavior during service resource interaction for malicious 

activities. This is an issue due to the static nature of effectively managing user identity and access 

control. A compromised user identity and access control mechanism, either directly or indirectly, 

can lead to compromised loss of privacy, data loss, data breaches, and accountability. The 

emergence of IDaaS as an advanced traditional IAM solution still operates within the same static 

concept; entity non-behavior-based, identity, and access control management for cloud service 

resources usage and security. It also outlined significant security violations consequences that 

might result from static or inadequate user identity and access management controls regarding the 

security requirements of an organization's assets. Violations of confidentiality, non-repudiation, 

data integrity, and privacy can lead to data breaches, unauthorized data manipulation for 

malicious purposes like fraud, espionage, criminal intents, and copyright violations. With risk, 

the impact of financial losses, legal and regulations issues, and reputational damages will 

negatively affect an organization without adequate security controls to maintain risk to an 

acceptable level [6]. 

The outcome consequences require a Multi-layered Security Solution (Trust-based security 

integrated with Adaptive Security System), which is vital for a dynamic public SaaS dynamic 

environment. User and process behavior (trust levels) combined in adaptive security as multi-

layered security mechanisms could improve users' identity and access management as part of an 

adequate information security strategy for decision-making. Eventually, prevent attacks and 

investigate threats either from legitimate authorized entities with malicious intentions or 

compromised authorized insider or external outsider threat agents [28].  

 

1.2 Research Questions   

     

Based on my literature review conducted in chapter three about adaptive security solutions with 

user behavior trust context, it became evident for me to research a solution that integrates user 

behavior trust level with an adaptive security solution coupled with policy decision making. The 

answer would possibly help improve or enhance the effectiveness of user identity and access 

control management in tackling emerging threats that can exploit cloud user entities and produce 

a negative risk impact on the user organization. As a result, the following research question is 

defined as an attempt to research this gap:     

How can a trust-based adaptive security framework be integrated into risk mitigation 

to enhance SaaS user- identity and access control based on user behavior? 
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1.3 Significance of Study  

 

The research findings will focus exclusively on designing an adaptive risk mitigation framework 

based on cloud user trust levels concerning their behavior before and after access was granted. In 

addition, the research focuses on the risks associated with untrusted user behavior and how the 

design framework could mitigate the risk as risk treatment through the ISO/2705:2018 risk 

management process. 

As an input to the adaptive security system, trust attributes could aid in making the right 

appropriate security control decision in the SaaS public cloud. Static IAM system areas are no 

longer sufficient as a mitigation solution, as it relies heavily on user and process attributes of an 

IP address or an asset to track their activities; for example, unusual or inappropriate behavior that 

might be malicious by an entity (authorized or compromised) undetected immediately to take an 

immediate security control action.  

The research outcome will be a framework as a guideline, procedure, and processes built 

around user trust security for adaptive security decision-making. This might support the security 

research community and push for more dynamic risk mitigation solutions than a traditional static 

solution as security controls within the SaaS cloud environment. In addition, the research will aid 

extending this concept further to other areas of computing and IT security practices beyond the 

cloud and IoT.  

 

1.4  Scope and Limitations  

 

A possible issue to be experienced during the process will be using a free and available adaptive 

security processing engine and a user behavior trust model for dynamic decision-making of the 

appropriate security controls within observed threat events. In addition, the Risk Monitoring and 

Risk Communication process will be exempted from the framework design due to the scope of 

the project. The possibility of finding an appropriate open-source software with integrated 

Artificial intelligence features to provide the adaptive security processing engine and a user 

behavior trust-modeling for producing a proof of concept will be challenging. Due to these 

reasons, the project will be a theoretical, abstract, and conceptual-based framework. 

 

1.5  Aim and Objectives 

 

The research project aims to design a risk mitigation framework called Trust-Based Adaptive 

Security Framework based on User Behavior. that could be used as a risk treatment solution to 

address emerging threats when using the SaaS resources by cloud users. The answer might 
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enhance the shortcoming of traditional user identity and access control management solution's 

inability to tie cloud users to their behavior and adapt the corresponding access control to reduce 

identified risk to an acceptable level. The answer is tested or used within the Risk Management 

ISO/2705:2018 process as a risk treatment mitigation solution. This would resolve the reach 

question: “How can a trust-based adaptive security framework be integrated into risk mitigation 

to enhance SaaS user- identity and access control based on user behavior?” 

To achieve this aim, the following two sets of objectives will be performed as part of the Risk 

Management ISO/2705:2018 process, as in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 ISO/IEC 27005:2018 Risk Management process [29]. 

 

Develop or Design: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User Behavior. The 

User behavior trust evaluation by trust model, policy decision-making, and an adaptive security 

solution for security control enforcement function as policy enforcement points. 

Implementation  Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User Behavior. As 

mitigation solution in Risk Management process ISO/2705:2018: 
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• Context establishment and Risk Tolerance and Threshold Statement for SaaS  

• Risk Identification centered on cloud user entity. 

• Risk Estimation; Qualitative approach  

• Risk Evaluation based on Risk Appetite, Tolerance, and Threshold  

• Risk Treatment implementing " Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior” solution." 

• Risk Acceptance Evaluation: Risk acceptance criteria derived from Risk Appetite 

statement and Risk Tolerance Statement. 

• Risk Monitoring and Risk Communication; omitted as stated in Scope and Limitations  
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Chapter 2          

  Background: Cloud Computing, Adaptive Security Architecture, 

and Trust-Based Security 

 

 

2.1 Cloud Computing Overview  

 

This section describes a general overview of the cloud computing concept without diving deep 

into how the underlining technologies work. Additional section SaaS Public Cloud Computing 

outlines the SaaS cloud service model specifics. 

 

2.1.1 Definition of Cloud Computing and Characteristics  

 

The official definition of Cloud Computing, according to NIST, is "Cloud computing is a model 

for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 

rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 

interaction." [30].  

 IS0/IEC also proposed other definitions as a "Paradigm for enabling network access to a 

scalable and elastic pool of shareable physical or virtual resources with self-service provisioning 

and administration on-demand" [31].   

The benefits and essentials of cloud computing were further detailed by [32] outlined in 

figure 2, "Essential characteristics of cloud computing" [33], consisting of; On-demand self-

service, Broad network access, Multi-tenancy, resource pooling, Rapid elasticity, and Scalability 

measured Service.  

On-demand allows the provisioning and de-provisioning of cloud resources by cloud service 

customers without human intervention from the cloud service provider. For example, resource 

provisioning; database instances, virtual host or server's instances, storage space, and web self-

service portal interface to cloud services accounts and usage without provider intervention.   

Broad network access supports cloud computing resources access across the Internet for 

public cloud and local network for private cloud. However, this also concerns the quality of 

services - both on the link and services delivered across this broadband connection and local area 

network.   
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Multi-tenancy and resources pooling is the ability for multiple cloud customers to share the 

same or single cloud physical resources or applications. Sametime maintains data security and 

privacy that allows numerous operations or simultaneous operational environment coupling with 

resources pooling from multiple customers on the same resources.  

Resources reservation for resources pooling must be planned and managed adequately by 

providers to avoid denial of services and performance degradation issues. Rapid elasticity and 

scalability should be regarded as the landmark signature characteristics of cloud computing. It 

provides the ability for cloud resources to be rapidly provision and de-provision when and after 

the resources have been used, such as virtual machines, storage, and customer applications.   

Coupling with scalability, the customers can have the possibility to plan for future resources 

allocation or expansion gradually, scaling up or scaling down within affordable cost and when 

needed. Thus, scalability supports the opportunity of economic scale management for the 

customers. Measured service monitors and measures the resource usage of cloud service 

resources consumers, similar to any other services, where customers have to pay for service 

consumption. Thus, enable the means for cloud service providers to gain income or financial 

benefits for their service provision.      

Figure 2: Essential characteristics of cloud computing [33]. 
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NIST further provides a standard architectural and taxonomy reference model of cloud 

computing, which defines different roles, activities associated with each position, and central 

subcomponents of each layer of the reference model as in figure 3, the conceptual reference 

model [34].  

                 Figure 3: NIST cloud reference conceptual architecture model [34].  

  

The model defines the function of each role and each corresponding layer component:  

• Cloud Consumer – A business entity that maintains a business relationship with cloud 

providers and subscribes to provider service.   

• Cloud Provider- A business entity that provides cloud service to cloud consumers.   

• Cloud Auditor- A party that independently conducts risk assessment of cloud service, 

information system operations, performance, and security of implemented cloud service.   

• Cloud Broker - An entity that liaises between the cloud provider and cloud consumer in 

business relationships and manages the quality assurance or quality of Service of the 

cloud services delivery.   

• Cloud Carrier - is intermediary connectivity and transport of cloud services from cloud 

provider to cloud consumers.  

[34] detailed the cloud services available to the cloud consumer as in figure 4, Services 

Available to a Cloud Consumer.  
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Figure 4: Services Available to a Cloud Consumer [35] 

 

2.1.2 Cloud Service Shared Responsibility Model   

 

The shared responsivity model detects both cloud service consumers and providers; it can be a 

grey area concerning who does what. For example, according to [34], splitting control of the 

security responsibility of the cloud services means both parties must share the responsibility of 

protecting the cloud. While [ 35] explicitly provides in-depth details of the separation of 

functions between the two entities.   

The cloud services consumer is responsible for "Information and data protection, Application 

Logic and code protection. Identity and Access control with; user identity and access 

management (IAM), single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor authentication (MFA), access keys 

certificate, user creation processes, and password management" [35]. In contrast, the cloud 

service provider will be responsible for the Virtualization Layer security of resource provisioning 

management. Provisioning storage, CPU, GPU, and memory allocation through virtualization. In 

addition to physical hosts, network, and datacentre logical and physical protections to ensure high 

availability through redundancy, backup, and restore process for business continuity and disaster 

recovery management. [35].  

The grey area security happens either when IaaS or PaaS service model is used, depending on 

the agreed services contract terms. Functions that fall within the grey areas, according to [35], 

consist of; Identity and Directory Infrastructure, Applications, Network Controls, and Operating 

systems.  
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2.1.3 Cloud Computing Enabling Technologies   

    

Enabling technologies are the core underlining technologies that support the cloud services' 

functionality; Broadband networks and internet architecture, fundamental data transport medium, 

where ISP providers convey data across several internet backbones interconnected with cores 

routers operating in connectionless packet switching and router-based interconnectivity for end-

to-end packet forwarding. Data Centre Technology is the computer system and related 

component hosting facilities, including network systems, telecommunication, and storage 

equipment. Its key features consist of both physical and virtualized IT resources, as presented in 

figure 5.  

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

 

                      

 Figure 5: Virtualized IT resources supported by physical IT resources. [36]. 

 

Central enabling technologies are standardized hardware and modular technologies, 

aggregating identical blocks of infrastructure and equipment that support scalability, growth, and 

speedy hardware replacement—automation for resource provisioning, configuration, system 

monitoring, and patch management. Remote operation and control for IT resource operational 

and administrative tasks. Virtualization technology converts physical resources into virtual IT 

resources such as storage, network, server, and power [36-37]. Due to its ubiquity, Web 

technology is commonly used as the front-end application for cloud consumers, cloud service 
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implementation, and remote management of the cloud IT resources. A common implemented 

web application is based on service-oriented architecture and web services; SOAP, HTTP, REST, 

XML, WSDL, UDDI, HTML, and URL [36-38] as in figure 6 Basic architectural tiers of Web 

applications. 

 

               Figure 6: Basic architectural tiers of Web applications. [39]. 

 

Multitenant Technology presented in figure 7 enables cloud consumers to access and use a 

commonly shared application or resources and individual data and configuration simultaneously 

without undermining security privacy. Each tenant can individually customize shared 

applications such as User interface, Business Process, Data Model, and Access control with 

typical characteristics of multitenant applications: data security, usage Isolation, Recovery, 

application upgrades, scalability, metered usage, and data tier isolation. [36].  
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                                      Figure 7:  Multitenant Technology [36]. 

 

Containerization is the process of deploying individual isolated applications and cloud 

services within a single operating system. The process involves virtualizing the operating system 

resources on a single physical server or virtual Service for each application and cloud service 

while maintaining privacy [36].  

 

2.2 Cloud Service Models  

 

According to NIST special publication 800-145, cloud defines and categorizes cloud computing 

service model as the following:   

 

2.2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)   

     

"The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider's applications running on a cloud 

infrastructure" [30]. The client has no responsibility for managing the underlining infrastructure 
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or risk and has no control or ability to influence it. Section 2.5, SaaS Public Cloud Computing, 

provides in-depth technical details, while figure 8 shows SaaS services and applications 

examples. [40]  

       

                            

                               Figure 8: Examples of SaaS service and application [40] 

 

 

2.2.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS)  

     

"The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-

created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, services, and 

tools supported by the provider." [30]. Managing the underlining infrastructure in risk and system 

administration can be a shared responsibility between the customer and the provider. Figure 9 

shows examples of PaaS services [ 40].  
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                  Figure 9 shows examples of PaaS services [40] 

 

 2.2.3 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 

"The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other 

fundamental computing resources where the consumer can deploy and run arbitrary software, 

which can include operating systems and applications." [30]. Like PaaS, infrastructure and Risk 

management can be a shared responsibility between customer and provider. Figure 10 shows 

examples of IaaS services [40].   
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                                    Figure 10 shows examples of IaaS services [40].   

        

        

2.3 Cloud Deployment Types   

   

NIST Special Publication 800-145 also classify the following deployments type with each 

specific feature represented as a graphical representation of the deployment as in figure 11[30].  

Figure 11: Cloud Computing Deployment Models [30]. 
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2.3.1 Private cloud.   

      

"The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization comprising 

multiple consumers (e.g., business units)" [30]. It can be hosted and managed internally by an 

organization or a cloud service provider. Private cloud falls short of the economic benefits in 

terms of the cost that cloud computing provides, but security can be seen as the main benefit of 

this model. 

 

2.3.2 Community cloud.       

  

"The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers 

from organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and 

compliance considerations)." [30]. Hosted and managed internally by an organization or by a 

service provider. Cost-effective by spreading the cost among the trusted community.  Provides 

some level of security assurance and is cost-effective.  

 

2.3.3 Public cloud.       

  

"The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public." [30]. Hosted and 

managed solely by the service provider, cost-effective but with security limitations for a secured 

cloud environment.  

 

 2.3.4 Hybrid cloud.       

  

"The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, 

community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by standardized or 

proprietary technology that enables data and application portability" [30]—considered as the best 

solution among the solutions. Ensure cost-effectiveness and a high level of security assurance, 

mostly when combined with private and community cloud solutions.  

 

2.4 Security Requirements  

 

Major security requirements consist of confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, 

authorization, accountability, and privacy for cloud computing. In addition, the requirements 

should be protected against compromises from threats. 
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2.4.1  Risk Associated with Cloud Computing  

 

As stated by [6], these benefits of cloud computing services are also associated with financial 

damages, legal implications, reputational damages, and regulatory implications due to incurred 

risk because of emerging threats exploiting user-entity and system vulnerabilities.  

 

 2.4.2 Cloud Services and Business Continuity  

 

As indicated in one IBM cloud service journal, "Over the last couple of years, we have seen the 

emergence of cloud providers that provide disaster recovery as a service (or DRaaS, if you like). 

They provide a complete service that can handle your disaster recovery, provided you stay within 

their stated constraints" [41]. However, disaster recovery is not the only control framework for 

security readiness. And should be combined with other controls such as risk management.  

 

2.5 SaaS Public Cloud Service   

 

SaaS is a software delivery model where centralized hosted software and applications are 

distributed and made available to the cloud service customer over the Internet. Typical providers 

of SaaS cloud service consist of Microsoft Azure by Microsoft, Amazon AWS by Amazon, 

Salesforce, Zoom, Slack, Nextiva, Google Cloud, Shopify, Atlassian, Mailchimp [42-43] shown 

in figures 12 and 13, with each provider’s related services. Most SaaS services and applications 

made available to cloud services customers do into two varieties according to [42-44].  

• Vertical SaaS that provides software for industrial needs or business needs, for example, 

healthcare, agriculture, finance industries,  

• the Horizontal SaaS provides software that focuses on software categories for industries 

functions such as marketing, Sales, Human Resources, collaboration, customer 

relationship management (CRM), management information systems (MIS), enterprise 

resource planning (ERP), human resource management (HRM).  
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                       Figure 12: Major SaaS providers [42-43] 

  

                     Figure 13: Major SaaS service provider and services [42-43]  

  

According to Cloud Security Alliance, cloud computing such as SaaS offers many benefits in 

terms of agility, resiliency, and economy, no hardware provision, limited downtime due to the 

elasticity nature of the underlining infrastructure. Limited or little capital expenditure in system 

maintenance and security implementation due to provider service operation ownership [33-37].   
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With SaaS, the underlining infrastructure such as the data center facility, network, firewalls, 

server storage, operating systems, and developer's tools are owned and managed by the cloud 

services provider. As a result, all the cloud services the customer is concerned with are 

centralized hosted applications, entity account management, data security, and privacy 

management.   

Hosted application subscription and usage are generally based on the pay-as-you-use billing 

concept. That can be accessed through the web application and interface layer or thin-client, 

usually web browser to hosted applications. However, not all applications are customizable, like 

office 365 or the entire Microsoft office package. In this case, customers can develop their 

customized applications through the SaaS application programmable interface.   

Other benefits of subscribing to SaaS include efficient software licensing usages where single 

licenses are shared by multiple users, centralized systems and data management, and multitenant 

solutions. In addition, the section Cloud Computing Enabling Technologies outlined the 

underlining technology that provides the operational backbone of the SaaS cloud services.  

  

 2.5.1 SaaS Entity Management and Access Control (Identity and Access Management 

(IAM), Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS), and Cloud Identity Management).  

 

Gartner defines IAM as "The security discipline that enables the right individuals to access the 

right resources at the right times for the right reasons." [45]. SaaS entity access control and 

management to cloud resources has shown advances from the traditional approach of premises-

based Identity and Access Management (IAM) and moved on from just extending Active 

Directory to developing a complete cloud solution known as the new generation of IAM Cloud 

Identity Management. They shifted the authentication, authorization, administration of Identities, 

and audit to the cloud. Initially kicked off Identity-as-a-Service (or SaaS IAM) but still 

effectively single-sign-on to web applications solution before complete cloud-based IAM 

solution [46].  

The core functional goal of both solutions mostly remains the same but with slight variants of 

underlining technologies and standards, in conjunction with a significant exception of cloud 

identity management, making it a full-blown cloud-based IAM solution.   

According to [46], Cloud identity management is a modern adoption of Microsoft Active 

Directory (AD) and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) with the associated add-on 

of web application SSO, MFA, PAM, and IGA. Significant benefits argued by [46] stated that 

this new generation SaaS IAM or IDaaS enable cloud service providers to provide the following 

identity and management features such as; employees secure connection to their devices, IT 

applications on premised and cloud, cloud and premised hosted files, and network through VPN 

and WiFi connections, leveraging of zero-trust principles, entity management overhead 
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limitations. In addition to securely connecting cloud servers such as AWA, Google Cloud, 

Microsoft Azure to cloud customer LDAP and AD user store, manages various operating 

systems, laptop, desktop, and mobile devices regardless of location, LDAP and AD extension to 

the cloud, supports for system and applications multi-factors authentication, SAML-based 

authentication.   

According to the Cloud security alliance, the critical underlining identity and access 

management standards technologies remain the same. Still, with newly defined standards, such 

as: "Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0 is an OASIS standard for federated 

identity management that supports both authentication and authorization. OAuth is an IETF 

standard for authorization widely used for web services (including consumer services). OpenID is 

a standard for federated authentication that is widely supported for web services. It is based on 

HTTP with URLs to identify the identity provider and the user/identity (e.g., 

identity.identityprovider.com). Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is a 

standard for defining attribute-based access controls/authorizations System for Cross-domain 

Identity Management (SCIM) is a standard for exchanging identity information between 

domains, federated identity management system and SSO." [47-48]. Identity and access 

management services of cloud users and processes entity are still built around the core access 

control principles according to [48] SECaaS implementation guidance of IAM should consist of 

components; identity management, entitlement, authentication, authorization; Attribute-Based 

Access Control (ABAC), Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Discretionary access control 

(DAC), Mandatory access control (MAC), rule-based Access Control, separation of duties, need 

to know, and least privilege principles.  

 

2.5.2 SaaS Security Issue  

 

The key to understanding SaaS security issues is first understanding the common vulnerabilities 

associated with SaaS services and applications. This then forms the basis for identifying the 

threats and outcome risk because the threat exploits these vulnerabilities. For example, the 

OWASP® Foundation [5] listed the following Top 10 Web Application Security Risk as 

vulnerabilities: 

• Injection -The injection of malicious code or data web application to behave 

unexpectedly. 

• Broken authentication -Wrong authentication configuration and management process can 

lead to credential, session token breaches commonly used for identity theft.  

• Sensitive data exposure  -Sensitive data exposure vulnerability can prevent data breaching 

with personal information theft like personally identifiable information, credit card 

details, and security numbers commonly used for impersonation and fraudulent activities.  
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• XML external entities (XXE)  -Poorly configured or outdated XML L processors can 

allow remote code execution, denial of service attack, port scanning, unauthorized files 

read and write due to processors' Evaluation of external entity references within XML 

documents.  

• Broken access control - Improper enforcement of access control can allow attackers to 

access sensitive information, for example, password, sensitive files, libraries, applications 

that are supposed to require secure access.  

• Security misconfiguration -Issues that can arise from operating systems and services with 

misconfiguration or system default setting such as default account, default system 

settings, protocols, and files can lead to several security issues.  

• Cross-site scripting (XSS) -XSS flaw resulted from poor coding of the CGI script, 

familiar gateway interface of the web application when input data was not correctly 

validated and sanitized by the web application when receiving this data. Such a flaw can 

lead to malicious script execution, session hijacking, website defacement, and redirecting 

a malicious website. Attacks can take place within the user browser or the web server 

itself. 

• Insecure deserialization -Like XSS, poor or improper input validation and sanitization can 

lead to remote code execution, injection attacks, replay-attacks, and privilege accounts 

escalation.  

• Using components with known vulnerabilities. -Unpatched outdated software components 

such as code libraries, processes, software modules, a framework that runs with privilege 

account. Being exploited can lead to different security attacks, such as remote code 

execution, system takeover, data loss, system data breaches, and denial of services.  

• Insufficient logging and monitoring -Inadequate or lack of insight into network, system, 

processes, and users’ activities because of unimplemented logging and monitoring 

systems or mechanisms will allow malicious activities or events to go unnoticed, leading 

to several security incidents.[5].  

 

The above vulnerabilities in SaaS services are not enough to compromise the Service. There 

must be related threats for this to occur. According to The Treacherous Twelve' Cloud Computing 

Top Threats in 2016 [4], more recent threats were identified and published in addition to [49] 

Cloud Security Challenges in 2020 publication of similar threats commonly found in SaaS 

service. List of Threats posted by The Treacherous Twelve' Cloud Computing Top Threats in 

2016 [4] consists of the following:  

• Data Breaches -Data breaches resulting from loss of confidentiality can lead to the 

exposure of sensitive, confidential, or protected data into the hands of an unauthorized 

person or process, which can then be used for malicious purposes.  

• Weak Identity, Credential, and Access Management -The access of legitimate cloud users' 

accounts to malicious actors facilitates the means of compromising cloud resources 
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without proper access credential management for origination cloud deployment, the ease 

of this type of attack.  

• Insecure APIs -Coding errors and improper data validation and sanitization of API (whose 

main task is to interact with backend application services when exploited) can lead to loss 

of security protection of both backend and client process interacting to deliver services, 

such as automating cloud services, cloud service delivery.  

• System and Application Vulnerabilities - When vulnerability due to coding errors or bugs 

in software and applications are not patched, it tends to be an accessible channel for 

system compromise. The question comes if this vulnerability is exploited or not. A cloud 

instance with vulnerability can lead to a lateral actor on another instance if the underlining 

system's proper security measures are compromised.  

• Account Hijacking - Compromised cloud users' accounts are frequently common if not 

correctly protected either through security awareness training or through multi-factor 

authentication mechanism against session hijacking, phishing of funds, and attacker using 

this to access sensitive data or conduct literal attacks or further attacks on the cloud 

resources. 

• Malicious Insiders - Most times, organizations focus on external threats without 

considering insider threats. However, insider threats can significantly threaten the 

organization's resources due to privileged access rights. For example, a malicious insider 

with system administrative privileges such as disgruntled employees; can act maliciously 

against organization cloud resources when having the opportunity.  

• Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) - Well-organized malicious actors with the support 

of a financially equipped organization or government can conduct highly motivated 

attacks such as sabotage, massive data exfiltration, or patent theft for considerable 

financial gain or destruction. This type of attack tends to be stealthy, sophisticated, 

persistent in nature, which can go undetected for an extended period.  

• Data Loss - Data loss due to data breaches, malicious agents, or accidental action like 

wrongful write privilege assignment or accidental deleting of critical files can negatively 

impact an organization's business operation, for example, the loss of sensitive information 

regarding the business operation or dealings.  

• Insufficient Due Diligence - The responsibility for senior managers to show governance 

and take the appropriate decision for migrating to the cloud is a significant step, which 

will avoid making a service contract with the wrong or incompetent cloud service 

provider. An example can be verifying if cloud service provider adheres to relevant 

security framework or standards, conducting risk assessment, etc., to secure their cloud 

environment. Lack of such a control process can be detrimental when using the cloud for 

business operations. 

• Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Services - The benefits of cloud computing have not 

only benefited legitimate organizations when conducting business operations, but it has 

also benefited malicious actors to conduct malicious activities, for example, using the 
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cloud to launch denial of service attacks, hosting malicious domains and websites for 

malware distribution, Command, and Control Centre, lurching phishing attack and spam 

distribution.  

• Denial of Service - Cloud computing and customers can become victims of this attack. 

Cloud provider infrastructure can be used in launching DDOS attacks, and likewise,  

compromised cloud customers systems can be used as the source of an attack. Both 

entities as potential targets.  

• Shared Technology Issues - Shared resources or infrastructure of cloud computing is one 

of the significant characteristics of cloud service. Being a multitenant environment for 

multiple organizations service subscription and usage on same resources, the lack of 

security control and insecure isolation of each resource in underlining virtualization 

deployment can lead to information leakage, lateral attack, or pivoting from one 

organization resource domain to another. It can eventually lead to security breaches or 

compromise.  

 

 2.5.3 SaaS Security Challenges in 2020  

 

According to [49], the publication of these recent challenges is a mixture of existing threats 

published in [5] but with the incorporation of some newly identified threats recently observed in 

the cloud environment. The following list details only the threats not covered in [5]; data 

Breaches, Insufficient Identity, Credentials, Access, and critical management account hacking.  

 

2.6  Adaptive Security Architecture   

 

[14-15] Proposed the definition and functionality of Adaptive security as a "Security model in 

which the monitoring of threats remains continuous and improves as cybersecurity risks change 

and evolve." The system's functionality heavily relies on advanced machine learning and artificial 

intelligence (AI) elements that extend this analytical approach to security. As shown in figure 14, 

the Adaptive security architecture comprises four functional stages for event monitoring and 

process based on defined criteria—finally, the appropriate adaptation and decision taken against 

identified or unknown threats.  
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     Figure 14. The Four Stages of an Adaptive Security Architecture [14-15] 

 

[14-15] Also briefly describes the four functional stages of Adaptive Security Architecture 

as follows:   

• Predict - Prediction of anticipated threat and risk, malware and possible attacks, and 

security baseline and posture implementation.   

• Prevent – Identified and unknown threats and attacks, system hardening, security policy 

enforcement, and threat intelligence utilization as preventive support against security 

requirement compromise.   

• Respond – Implement incident response procedure, policy design changes and perform 

investigate incidents, policy changes adaptation, and design, utilization of threat 

intelligence as response support.  

• Detect – detect incidents, confirm, prioritize risks, and contain incidents.  
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2.7 Trust-Based Security  

  

2.7.1 Overview of Trust Concept  

 

 The concept of trust highlighted in the past decade was applied in distributed artificial 

intelligence. Still, more research areas are adapting this approach to enhance adequate security 

controls as a risk-mitigating mechanism against an emerging threat by focusing on the 

reputational aspect of entity behavior when using computing resources. 

As stated in one of [ 50] research works, trust-based base reputation; in other words, behavior, 

when used as a trust-enforcing mechanism during the e-commerce transaction, will act as a 

control measure to avoid frauds or cheaters. More of these approaches are currently observed in 

the IoT research area, where trust reputation or behavior concept is now integrated into Adaptive 

solutions to produce dynamic adaptive decision-making for IoT node energy conservation.  

However, how do trust definition applied to the information technology context? An excellent 

insight was proposed by [51], defining trust-based by encompassing several trust studies across 

different domains, such as sociology, psychology , politics, and business science . His definition 

was "Trust is a subjective assessment of another's influence in terms of the extent of one's 

perception about the quality and significance of another's impact over one's outcomes in a given 

situation, such that one's expectation of, openness to, and inclination toward such influence 

provide a sense of control over the potential outcomes of the situation." [51].  

Trust and Reputation as a social value were emphasized by [52] as an essential fact for 

building a high level of probability of good collaboration or not due to trustworthiness. Social 

and psychological factors included further thoughts on the trust concept Formalizing Trust as a 

Computational Concept [53] on the trust model.    

  

 2.7.2 Trust-Based Security Attribute – (User Behavior)  

 

Adapting user behavior trust context might help overcome the drawback of user identity and 

access control management for mechanisms such as Identity and Access Management (IAM), 

Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS), and Cloud Identity Management when accessing and utilizing 

SaaS resources access. Trust-based adaptive security that relies on the user's behavior and 

assigned trust level could be the right direction to take. [54] Also signified in the context of 

intelligent and adaptive environments, efficient trust evaluation or behaviors analytics of user 

entity will serve as a security parameter for adaptive decision-making [16-18]. The adaptive 

decision-making forms the basis for appropriate mitigation control against threats and risk [13-

15] across the SaaS environment. [16] The essential trust-based security "trust attributes" are 

presently suitable for adaptive solution integration to aid decision-making, as in figure 15.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_science
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Taxonomy of trust consists of service-based trust, Context-based trust, Attribute-based trust, and 

policy-based and Entity based trust. Trust attribute is relevant to my research project and will rely 

on Context-based trust "Behaviour/User Context." In some information security articles, the 

naming of trust attributes can be slightly different: for example, applied by [55] User and entity 

behavior analytics (UEBA), also known as user behavior analytics (UBA)," but the primary or 

fundamental principle remains the same. It evaluates user entity behavior concerning computing 

resources to determine whether it is malicious, poses a threat, and prompts immediate 

investigation.   

                         Figure 15: Trust-based security parameter [16] 

                           

For this thesis project, trust-based security parameters will preferably be [16] extracts 

from the trust-based classification and attributes as represented in figure 16. 

           

                      Figure 16: Trust-based classification and attributes 
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According to [55], user and entity (UEBA) behavior analytics, otherwise known as user 

behavior analytics (UBA), "Is the process of gathering insight into the network events that users 

generate every day. Once collected and analyzed, it can be used to detect the use of compromised 

credentials, lateral movement, and other malicious behaviors". However, user and process entities 

constantly move across domain network infrastructure, seamlessly changing between IP 

addresses, asset, and clouds services, tracking down malicious user activities tends to be 

complicated. Therefore, it is challenging to use traditional or static access control and monitoring 

mechanisms for authorized entities. 

 Here are the benefits of UBA that focus on user activities by connecting the specific user to 

the network, actions are contrary to traditional access control mechanism or security information 

and event management (SIEM) that map user to IP address or an asset and make it easier for 

tracking any malicious behavior earlier to an attack that then used for threat intelligence and 

monitoring to enforce pre-emptive control measures.  

[55] Further emphasized that monitoring and identifying threats through behavior analytics 

considers both internal and external users. That might masquerade and infiltrate the corporate 

network due to compromised legitimate users to conducted malicious activities that might go 

undetected. Summarized functioning concept [55], "Behavior analytics deviate from traditional 

consumer behavioral analytics to focus on the behavior of systems and the user accounts on 

them." This Service is provided as part of  [55] Cloud SIEM solution "InsightIDR" that unifies 

"SIEM, UBA, ABA, and EDR capabilities with your existing network and security stack to 

provide real-time visibility and incident detection across your network, endpoints, and cloud 

services. Behavior analytics is quite a new research world. A possible area of research is 

observed IoT energy conservation of the interconnected node when integrated with adaptive 

solution decision-making mechanism as a trust-based solution. 

  

  

  

https://www.rapid7.com/solutions/detecting-compromised-credentials/
https://www.rapid7.com/solutions/detecting-compromised-credentials/
https://www.rapid7.com/solutions/detecting-compromised-credentials/
https://www.rapid7.com/solutions/detecting-compromised-credentials/
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Chapter 3  

Literature Review 

 

This part of the document presents a systematic literature review (SLR) that identifies, selects, 

and critically appraises the research topic to answer the formulated question [ 56] based on the 

eight steps of [57]. A guide to conducting a standalone systematic literature review.   

1. Identify the purpose.  

2. Draft protocol and train the team.   

3. Apply practical screen.  

4. Search for literature  

5. Extract data.  

6.  Appraise quality.   

7. Synthesize studies.  

8. Write the review.  

According to [58], the data collection and analysis stage is crucial in determining the overall 

reliability and validity of the research process. Also considered to be dependent on the 

methodological approach adapted [59]. The listed articles and journals were analyzed by 

reviewing the abstract, introduction, summary, or conclusion relating to the research topic and 

question. Furthermore, selects the relevant ones based on Qualitative, Systematic, and Thematic 

review methods to build the literature review matrix and further used to facilitate Evaluation and 

critical review of how well adaptive security with integrated trust security based on entity 

behavior or reputation can be used as a risk mitigation solution for SaaS computing threat and 

risk.  

 

3.1 Literature Review Data Collection   

 

The data collection was primarily based on Secondary Data, described by [60] as data that has 

already been created or opinions of other researchers or intuition and organizations. This provides 

the groundwork for data analysis and the literature review.  

The research topic data collection started by harvesting information from cloud computing 

scientific articles and journals via Google Scholar, Mendeley and Science direct. Further, used as 
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a pivoting point to the source of publications with the further growth of references list to find 

other articles. Search methods used were based on:  

• The theme of the topic.   

• Numbers of citation counts; higher the counts, the more reliable the source was.   

• Relevance of the publication to the topic   

• Date of publication of the articles and journals   

The search parameters used on Google scholar and Mendeley were: "cloud computing" and" 

adaptive security."   

• "cloud computing" and "risk mitigation," and "adaptive security framework"   

• "cloud computing" and "risk mitigation," and "trust-based security"   

Harvested information was logged, cataloged, and synthesized, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.   

Table 1: log, catalog, and synthesized Research Topic Journals and Articles 

Table 1: 

log, catalog, and synthesized 

Research Topic Journals and Articles 

 

 

 

Search Theme 

 

Source of Literature 

Google Scholar Science 

direct 

 

Cloud Computing 60,700 13,703 

Challenges of Business Continuity 

Plan and Cloud 

Computing 

 

39,800 1,293 

Security risks in cloud computing 

 

500 221 

A Survey on Security Issues in Cloud 

computing 

 

383.000 1,270 
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Table 2: Literature Review Matrix for Adaptive Security Risk Mitigation 

 

 

Applications 

(AINA) 

 

    Due to the 

implementation of 

security mechanism but 

fall short of applying 

this approach to the 

context-based scenario. 

IEEE Annual 

Consumer 

Communication ns 

& 

Networking 

Conference 

(CCNC) 

M. 

Medhioub, 

T. Kim and 

M. 

Hamdi 

2017 Adaptive 

risk 

treatment 

Adaptive risk 

treatment for 

cloud 

computing 

based on 

Markovian 

game 

 

Emphases on 

implementing dynamic 

security policies that will 

adapt to the dynamic 

nature of the cloud 

environment based on 

game theory modeling to 

weight the cost of security 

implementation from 

adaptive risk treatment. 

This approach 

was not found on the risk 

management procedure 

approach. 

Article /Journal Author Year 

of 

Publicat

ion 

Theme Focus Observation 

 

IEEE 31st 

International 

Conference on 

Advanced 

Information 

Networking and 

M. 

Medhioub, 

M. Hamdi 

and 

T. Kim 

2017 Cloud 

computing 

Adaptive 

Security 

Adaptive Risk 

Management 

Framework 

for 

Cloud 

Computing 

Emphases on implementing 

a dynamical risk treatment 

framework over a statically 

approach balance between 

the security 

and performance 

degradation. 
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Indian Journal of 

Science and 

Technology 

G. 

Jagadamba 

and B. 

Sathish 

Babu 

2016 Adaptive 

Security 

Schemes 

Adaptive 

Security 

Schemes based 

on Context and 

Trust for 

Ubiquitous 

Computing 

Environment 

 

The author outlined the 

need for a dynamic 

context-based 

adaptive security for 

Ubiquitous healthcare, U-

learning, U-smart campus, 

etc. over traditional 

static risk mitigation 

approach. 

The main mitigation focus 

is on security issues like 

access control and 

authentication-related 

risk. 

Springer 

Nature 

Switzerland AG 

Aman W. 2016 Context 

Adaptive 

Security 

Framework 

Assessing the 

feasibility of 

adaptive 

security models 

for the Internet 

of things 

 

The research focused on a 

framework that evaluates 

feasibility of adaptive risk 

management for (IoT) 

environment taking into 

consideration of the 

underlining architectural 

aspect 

The Thirteenth 

International 

Conference on 

Systems 

(ICONS) 

Tewfiq 

ElMaliki, 

Nabil 

Abdennadher 

and 

Mohamed 

Nizar 

Bouchedakh 

 

2018 Adaptive 

Security in 

Cloud 

Adaptive 

Security in 

Cloud and 

Edge 

Networks, 

New 

IoT Security 

Approach 

The research was tailored 

towards adapting security 

framework for the IoT 

environment as an 

efficient edge-cloud 

security 

deployment, capable of 

trading off between 

security and 

Performance in line with 

(M. Medhioub, T. Kim, 

and M. Hamdi, 2017) 

research work. 
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International 

Journal of 

Innovative 

Technology and 

Exploring 

Engineering 

(IJITEE) 

 

 

Vytarani 

Mathane, P 

V Lakshmi 

2019 Adaptive 

Security 

Framework 

Adaptive 

Security 

Framework for 

the Blockchain 

on IoT 

The approach of adaptive 

security applicability to 

dynamic 

resource computation 

algorithm based on 

network existing 

network resources 

determine which security 

service to offer 

Computer Science 

Review 

Rakesh 

Kumar, 

Rinkaj Goyal 

2019 cloud 

security 

On cloud 

security 

requirements, 

threats, 

vulnerabilities 

and 

countermeasures: 

A survey 

 

A well written detailed 

research survey outlining 

the major 

vulnerability, threats’, 

and countermeasure in the 

cloud 

environment and set the 

trend 

for future research for 

trust adaptive security as 

the appropriate mitigation 

solution for 

For evolving threats in a 

dynamic cloud 

environment. 

International 

Journal of u- and e-

Service, 

Science and 

Technology 

Raed 

Abbasi, 

Mohamed 

Hamdi and 

Tai-Hoon 

Kim 

2015 Adaptive 

Approaches 

to Risk 

Management 

nt 

Quantitative 

Risk 

Management: a 

Survey of 

Adaptive 

Approaches to 

Risk 

Management 

for Information 

and 

Communication 

Systems 

The author of the 

research survey 

specifically emphasizes 

how qualitative risk 

assessment fits into the 

implementation of 

adaptive security 

mechanism. 

But falls short of the 

development of an 

adaptive security 

the framework which 

might not focus on the 

research 
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Elsevier Government 

Information Quarterly 

Omar 

Alia, Anup 

Shrestha, 

Akemi 

Chatfield, 

Peter 

Murray 

2020 Cloud 

Security 

Risk 

Assessment 

Assessing 

Information 

security risks in 

the cloud: A 

case study of 

Australian local 

government 

authorities 

 

The proposition of 

conceptual cloud 

computing security 

requirements models 

concerning data security; 

risk assessment; legal & 

compliance requirements; 

and business & technical 

requirements was to 

ensure and promote a 

balanced view of cloud 

security for the Australian 

government. This 

proposal was observed to 

be a traditional risk 

management approach. 

Computers & Security Olusola 

Akinrolabu, 

Jason R.C. 

Nurse, 

Andrew 

Martina, 

Steve New 

2019 Cloud 

Security 

Risk 

Assessment 

Cyber risk 

assessment in 

cloud provider 

environments: 

Current models 

and future needs 

 

The authors set the 

foundation for further 

research work for risk 

inherited in de defined 

supply chain. First, it 

analyses the traditional 

risk assessment model to 

describe a new risk 

assessment model 

(CSCCRA) and compares 

this against established 

approaches. 
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Table 3: Literature Review Matrix for User Behavior Trust Modelling 
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3.2  Literature Review Data Content Analysis 

 

3.2.1 Traditional Security Mitigation or Countermeasures  

 

According to [13] [61], major information security institutions did propose recognized mitigation 

standards and practices. The suggested solution includes identity and access management, 

encryption, digital signature, message digest, intrusion detection & prevention system, web 

applications, and software development security measures. However, all the mentioned 

mechanisms were statically technical-oriented. Coupled with several recognized frameworks 

from ISO/IEC 27017:2015 [29], NIST Special Publication 500-291, System and Organization 

Controls (SOC) Reporting,  General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), CSA - Security 

Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing, etc. were not sufficient in tackling 

emerging threats.  

Cloud entity and access control mechanisms, for example, Identity and Access Management 

(IAM), Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS), and Cloud Identity Management were still built around the 

core access control principles according to [23] [45]. As a result, SECaaS proposed enhanced 

guidelines for  IAM, and to include the following components; identity management, entitlement, 

authentication, authorization; Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), Role-Based Access 

Control (RBAC), Discretionary access control (DAC), Mandatory access control (MAC), Rule-

Based Access Control, separation of duties, Need to Know, and Least Privilege principles. 
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3.2.2 Adaptive Security with Trust-Context (User Behavior) for a Secure Cloud Computing 

 

Past research has found that traditional risk mitigation solutions proposed to the Australian 

government concerning data security, risk assessment; legal & compliance requirements; and 

business & technical requirements [62] are insufficient to deal with the threat. Many researchers 

have emphasized implementing adaptive security mechanisms as the best way to deal with this 

limitation. Emphases on implementing a dynamical risk treatment framework over a static 

approach to balance security and performance degradation [63]. Furthermore, significant 

contributions for implementing dynamic security policies for the cloud environment were applied 

through the game theory modeling. Game theory modeling weighs the cost of security 

implementation from adaptive risk treatment [63]. Adapting security framework for the IoT 

environment as an efficient edge cloud [10]. The author points out that the mitigation can be 

adapted in any dynamic resource computation environment based on existing network resources 

to determine which security service to offer [12]. Although [12] [63] tends to coincide with this 

approach; however, a clear indication of how well this will fit into SaaS was not clear. 

Nevertheless, it still falls short of being considered as a trusted mitigation solution despite its 

context-based approach, and this fact is has led to further need for more research on this field, 

sighting trusted adaptive security as the appropriate mitigation solution for evolving threats in a 

dynamic cloud environment[ 61].  [64] one of his research works, Risk-Based Adaptive Security 

for Smart IoT in eHealth, did emphasize the need for an innovative risk-based adaptive security 

framework for IoT in eHealth. That will learn to identify or unknown risk, estimate and predict 

its damages and take the proper countermeasures to reduce risk to a minimum level.   It calls 

attention to research on trusted adaptive security. A combination of Context and Trust-based 

security as a mitigation solution for the Ubiquitous Computing Environment will ensure a secure 

environment. 

While [65] detailed the significance of trust-based adaptive security concerning Smart Grid 

electrical power system components interactions, [66] expressed the need to integrate this trust 

context in adaptive security mechanisms to ensure accurate proof of user and systems entities as 

indicators. They also claim many researchers classify trust into warranties and indicators and 

further explain proofs as certified Information (identity, property, and authorization) issued by 

the certification authority. In contrast, indicators are factors stored internally or externally 

collected from various sources. The critical component then forms the input parameters for trust- 

evaluation. Although these facts were relevant to the study, the researcher [67] signified that the 

best means of trust-based security mechanism into cloud integration should be through the 

following five categories; Reputation-based, SLA verification-based, transparency mechanism, 

trust as a service, and formal accreditation, audit, and standards. [68] proposed application of 

adaptive security decision in the presence of security threats among nodes and adapt 

consequently cryptographic mechanism to reduce substantial energy consumption. At the same 
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time, it remains secure based on trust model management for interconnected IoT systems. The 

section contents were extracted from Table 2 Literature Review Matrix for Adaptive Security 

Risk Mitigation. 

Most of the research work mentioned earlier has a common drawback; they all paid less 

attention to user behavior trust context. Therefore, it is necessary to detail other major work that 

suggested the benefit of integrating user behavior trust context into an adaptive environment. The 

author [69] did express the significance of user trust in securing a cloud environment. [70] 

research work projected an effective mechanism by combining entropy with objective weight and 

AHP to determine a user trust level from the number of cloud resources consumed. The excessive 

rate of consumption of the cloud resources was then associated with the abnormal behavior of the 

user. [70] model fell short for not considering the user's recent behavior and repeated abnormal 

changes. To overcome the limitation, [71] research on “Trusted Evaluation Method of User 

Behavior Based on AHP Algorithm” was suggested, the evaluation of user behavior was based 

on assessing the expiration of the trust record, which are then categorized into three categories; 

Negative range that implies far from the current time and not to is included in the trust calculation 

as, Positive range indicates recent behavior and is applicable in the trust calculation; lastly, 

uncertain range implies the record has a non-predictable or unsteady weight which might not be 

helpful in the trust calculation. [69] also mentioned some drawbacks as it fails to evaluate 

repeated abnormal behavior. [72-73 ] both types of research were based on utilizing the Fuzzy 

comprehensive evaluation process. [91] applied various analytical hierarchical techniques (AHP) 

with thorough Fuzzy Evaluation (FCE) to assess the time impact principles. That is the number of 

time users spend on the cloud to determine the user trust level.[73] further, evaluate user behavior 

trust level based on Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) and Neuro-Fuzzy Techniques. 

These methods compute user trust levels by assessing the extent to which a virtualized client uses 

the virtualized resources such as Memory, CPU, GELOP, and Disk Space usage. The model then 

classifies each user as secure, vulnerable, modified, and anomaly-based on resource consumption. 

Both [72- 73] trust models showed some limitations for not considering critical aspects of the 

"the principle for evaluating user behavior.” 

  Research work by [74] tends to be a suitable trust model that was applauded by the research 

community.  [74] The trust model assesses a user trust based on the user behavior data on how 

the cloud was utilized. It covered almost all aspects of the principle for evaluating user behavior 

presented by [69]. [74] trust evaluation model underpinned the design part of my project work, 

“user behavior trust model.” The section contents were extracted from Table 3 Literature Review 

Matrix for User Behavior Trust Modelling.   

Ultimately, researcher [75] did combine the above concept in the research work published in 

2012, titled Adaptive Security Policy Using User Behavior Analysis and Human Elements of 

Information Security. A combination of user behavior trust levels was derived from Neuro-fuzzy 

systems, which is then used as an input to generate or establish an adaptive security policy based 

on the user trust level. 
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3.3 Related Research Work 

 

Notable and closest related work was conducted in 2012 by [75]—Adaptive Security Policy 

Using User Behavior Analysis and Human Elements of Information Security. The user behavior 

trust evaluation was based on the Neuro-fuzzy systems. Information about the user behavior in 

trust contexts was recorded and fed into the Neuro-fuzzy systems to evaluate and generate trust. 

The Neuro-fuzzy mechanism continuously evaluates the trust level and updates its internal 

database. The estimated trust level is then used as a parameter to establish an adaptive security 

policy. Finally, the security policy is established by the adaptive security system based on the 

user behavior trust level fed as an input parameter. 

Due to insufficient research work and articles published by the research community regarding 

integrating user behavior trust context into policy decision making and adaptive security 

solutions. Based on the under-develop area of this research, the goal of enhancing user identity 

and access control across SaaS environments has prompted my project work to draw up and rely 

on additional previous works and articles tailored within the field of IoT. Trust context with 

adaptive security within the IoT field of studies where known to be significant for IoT hosts 

energy conservation.  In the IoT field of studies, trust-based adaptive security solutions 

eventually enhanced energy consumption reduction and security management for interconnected 

nodes.  Based on these facts, the IoT research field and [75] research work will become relevant 

to transform this idea and working principles into the SaaS environment and eventually form my 

project's basis.  

[12] The proposed adaptive security framework for IoT blockchain architecture as a dynamic 

resource computation algorithm for nodes on the blockchain did ensure adequate resource 

management and decide which security services to offer. This mechanism helps overcome the 

lack of support in managing different network resources and powering interconnected IoT 

devices. While[76]publication addresses Mobile crowdsensing, crowdsourcing of sensor data 

from mobile devices that support the production and sharing of data across the IoT applications 

by proposing a reputation-based security framework to evaluate sensor devices based on 

reputation score using the Bayes algorithm. [68] Research focuses on deriving an adaptive 

solution for reducing energy consumption during cryptographic processing for Internet of Things 

(IoT) communication in a dynamic low-power environment while still maintaining security. 

Furthermore, [7] addresses the issues of processing capabilities, resources usage, and risk across 

the IoT eHealth platform while ensuring security and privacy by proposing a Risk-Based 

Adaptive Security for Smart IoT in eHealth framework using game theory context-awareness 

technique. [28] derived a User Trust Model for a Smart environment that will positively influence 

users' experience and acceptance of the intelligent system. Also noted was that intelligent energy 

consumption saving mechanism, when put in place to reduce energy consumption, might affect 

the proper functioning of these smart systems during operation, such; as light, display, and 
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brightness in-room or presence of users. Lastly, research work by [54] also emphasizes trust-

based decision-making for smart energy systems and adaptive environments. 

As a result of the above successful adaptation of the IoT solution, backed with several 

research findings in an IoT environment, it is possible to conclude that adaptive security, when 

integrated with user behavior trust context and policy decision point, could be a way forward—

ensuring better mitigation against identified or unknown threats when operating in a dynamic 

environment like the SaaS public cloud.  

 

 3.4 The Research Gap and Justification of this Research 

 

Related research work conducted in 2012 by [75] was tailored towards user behavior trust-based 

adaptive security policy, which was fine. Still, there is a need to adopt a similar concept to cloud 

computing user identity and access control with the risk management process; the idea forms the 

underpinning work of my research. 

 Furthermore, [7],[12], [16], [28],[68], and [76] emphasizes adapting trust-based context into 

adaptive security as a significant shift from the traditional static mitigation method for managing 

threats risk across ubiquitous computing environments such as the cloud environment and IoT. 

However, their research fell short of integrating user behavior trust context with adaptive security 

into the risk assessment process that could help enhance user identity and access control 

mechanisms across cloud computing. 

Coupling the above facts mentioned earlier eventually formed the basis of my research aim 

and objective,  inducing the research initiative to design a risk mitigation solution that might be 

applied as a risk treatment within ISO/2705:2018 process[29]. The goal is to secure the SaaS 

computing environment regarding the safety of users and how their access granted is managed. 

The justification of this research is based on the need to integrate user behavior trust context 

with adaptive security solutions and policy decision making as a mitigation solution within the 

risk management process that would help enhance identification and management of cloud users' 

access across the SaaS environment. The idea came as a result of interest and studies from the 

following research work ;  

• Adaptive Security Policy Using User Behavior Analysis and Human Elements of 

Information Security conducted in 2012 by [75] was tailored towards user behavior trust-

based adaptive security policy,  

• Adaptive Security Schemes based on Context and Trust for Ubiquitous Computing 

Environment: A Comprehensive Survey [9][16] a survey research study. The need to 

develop a Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework as an add-on to this work will 
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support the risk management's mitigation process to ensure a secure SaaS computing 

environment against emerging threats.  

• Most of the research on trust and adaptive security mentioned in the" Related Research 

Work " section was exclusively tailored towards the Internet of Things’ energy 

consumption conservation while securing the IoT system; precisely from the following 

list of research work on IoT; Risk-Based Adaptive Security for Smart IoT in eHealth [7], 

Adaptive Security Framework for the Blockchain on IoT [12], Trust-based decision-

making for smart and adaptive environments[28] [54], TAS-IoT: Trust-Based Adaptive 

Security in the IoT [68] and Reputation-Based Security Framework for Internet of 

Things[76]. The applicability of this concept or solutions has shown success in conducting 

a risk assessment for eHealth, cryptographic processing, Smart energy systems, 

Blockchain energy consumption management, and a risk countermeasure.  

Applying a similar idea and approach to the SaaS environment for risk treatment will be 

highly significant. In addition, the project might probably form the foundation for further 

research to improve a trust-based adaptive security framework as a mitigation solution for a 

secure SaaS environment. Specifically when dealing with adequately identifying entities 

(user and process) and their associated access management.   
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 
 

 

4.1 The Proposed Methodology Research Method 

 

As defined by [58], a research design methodology is a systematic design method or approach 

applied by researchers to address research aims and objectives to produce a possible valid result 

in answering the research question. The widely accepted practical design step by [59] will be the 

foundation for designing a methodology to address the research problem explained later in 

subsequent sections. The research approach follows a broadly deductive and qualitative design 

approach. The deductive approach develops hypotheses from pre-existing theories to test a theory 

[77]. The qualitative approach allows interpreting something and focuses on words and 

meanings. In other words, it focuses on textual, visual, or audio-based data. Since inductive 

methods are usually used within qualitative research, updating a mixture of both approaches will 

be suitable for data collection and transforming this data into the theory that aligns with the 

research aim and objectives. On the other hand, quantitative methods focus exclusively on 

numbers and statistics and are unsuitable for the research question.  

To archive, the aim of answering the research question, “How can a trust-based adaptive 

security framework be integrated into risk mitigation to enhance SaaS user- identity and access 

control based on user behavior?”. The solution will be developed and designed as a security 

solution in Phase 1: Framework Design: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on 

User Behavior and then integrated into Phase 2: Implementing: Trust-Based Adaptive Security 

Framework based on User Behavior as a risk treatment for SaaS user identity and access control 

management within risk management process. ISO/2705:2018. ISO/2705:2018 process is a well-

established standard used in the information security field of practice and fits the research 

methodology's purpose. Therefore, the procedure will follow the ISO/IEC 2705:2018 guideline, 

shown in figure 1. 

           

 4.1.1   Phase 1  Design:  Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior. 

 

The Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User Behavior will be designed and 

underpinned by the following three significant scientific research and models; User Behavior 

Evaluation Model from Trust evaluation model of cloud user based on behavior data scientific 
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research work by [74], Gartner Adaptive Security Architecture Model [78]  and eXtensible Access 

Control Markup Language’s policy decision point concept[79]. The design components will 

consist of and function as follows: 

The User Behavior Trust Manager:- A system built around the “Seven principles for 

evaluating user behavior,” the fundamental principle underpinning user behavior evaluation. A 

Behavior Trust Evidence Collection; is the log collector; it collects information from different 

computing systems that are log sources. The collected logs information consists of cloud user 

activities before and after access is granted across the cloud. The data is then used to derive the 

user behavior pattern. Secondly, Behavior Data Analysis; evaluates the collected user logs data, 

which is then correlated, indexed, and analyzed to create a user behavior trust profile that is later 

used to determine the users' trust state and risk rating. Thirdly, trust evaluation- The Computation 

Engine does the user behavior evaluation and computation of three different types of trust; Direct 

Trust, Recommendation Trust, and Historical Trust. These three types of trust are then computed 

with a weighted value to derive the overall trust level of the user behavior, known as the 

Comprehensive Trust Degree. The comprehensive trust degree value will feed the Policy 

Decision Point.  The comprehensive trust degree value will also update the historical and user 

behavior trust lists. 

Policy Decision Point (PDP) Central Server:- The idea of integrating the policy decision 

point server as part of the solution came from the specification standard for eXtensible Access 

Control Markup Language. It defines the declarative fine grinned access control policy-based 

attribute and evaluates access requests based on rules defined within the policies [79]. The policy 

decision point server processes the feeds; user behavior comprehensive trust degree and user 

behavior risk rating received as input from the trust managers database. It will process this input 

through logical processing to make an authorization access control decision. The adaptive 

security engine will then use this outcome to enforce the corresponding security controls 

depending on the user behavior and risk rating. 

Adaptive Security Control Engine:- this system will function as a security control 

enforcement point that allows, limits, or denies cloud users access depending on the outcome 

decision received as input from the policy decision point. Decision-making and enforcement of 

corresponding controls will be influenced by the user behavior, trust level, and risk rating. 

Depending on the type of decision made by the policy decision point for a user behavior trust 

level and associated risk rating, the adaptive security solution will perform any or combination of 

the following controls; Preventive Capabilities, Detect Response/Retrospective Capabilities or 

Predictive Capabilities.   
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 4.1.2  Phase 2 Implementation: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior. As Risk Mitigation Solution in Risk Management process ISO/2705:2018. 

 

           Context Establishment covers: 

• Information Assets and Scope gathering information of SaaS user as people asset 

• The Risk Management approach is based on the ISO/IEC 27005:2018 procedure 

outlined in figure xxx above.  

• Establish Risk Appetite and Tolerance Declaration statements for Risk Appetite, 

Risk Tolerance, and Risk Threshold 

• Risk Evaluation criteria will be criteria’s Risk Appetite, Risk Tolerance, and Risk 

Threshold were used to compare each identified risk exposure and residual risk to 

see if they are acceptable or require further assessment and treatment. 

• Risk Estimation Will be a Qualitative approach on Impact criteria and threat 

likelihood to determine risk exposure. 

• Impact criteria were developed in terms of the extent of degree of damages caused 

by compromise of any of the CIAA objective, Reputational Damages, Regulatory 

Implications, Legal Implications, Financial Loss 

• Risk acceptance criteria This is associated with Risk Evaluation criteria Risk 

Appetite, Risk Tolerance, and Risk Threshold 

         Risk Analysis covers: 

• Risk Identification centered around user and process entity for SaaS system 

utilization.  

• SaaS applications or critical, vulnerability and threats  

• Risk Estimation; Qualitative approach  

• Risk Evaluation based on Risk Appetite, Risk Tolerance and Risk Threshold 

derived from declaration statements 

• Risk Treatment Implement “Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on 

User Behavior.” 

• Risk Acceptance Evaluation: Risk acceptance criteria derived from Risk Appetite 

statement and Risk Tolerance Statement  

 

4.2 Motivation for Methodology Selection 

 

One of the key motivating factors for selecting the methodology is the interest in user behavior 

trust context [74] concerning cloud-computing resource utilization and resulting risk from their 

actions. How the users' trust is evaluated based on their activities and behavior, afterward 

integrates this trust level into the policy decision-making process, adaptive security system to 

produce dynamic security controls[78], could be pretty interesting to apply this concept to the 

SaaS environment concerning to user and access management. As a result,  the end goal is to 
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design an adaptive trust-based security architecture within the context of user behavior and policy 

decision-making that could help improve how cloud users can be identified and their granted 

access managed adequately within a dynamic environment. 

Another motivation factor is adapting the ISO/IEC 2705:2018 procedure for risk assessment 

and treatment for identified risk from user behavior trust level and risk ratings across the cloud. 

The application follows the standard risk management process guideline in the information 

security field of practice. Therefore, adhere to the standard way of conducting the risk 

management process in answering the research question. Although, there are other standard 

guidelines available for risk management like NIST, OCTAVE Allegro, and ISO/IEC 27017. But 

the purpose of my research is to integrate the proposed framework within the ISO/IEC 2705:2018 

process to provide a possible general guideline for cloud service providers and cloud service 

customers and form the bases for further research within the research community. In addition to 

the above reasons, l considered the choice of methodology based on ISO/IEC 2705:2018 to be 

best suited in conducting step by step risk assessment and treatment over other guidelines due to 

its worldwide acceptance with a proven record of widely adapted and flexibility into any 

information security filed of practice, including cloud computing.  

The focus of my research is about building a risk mitigation framework to answer the research 

question; “How can a trust-based adaptive security framework be integrated into risk mitigation 

to enhance SaaS user- identity and access control based on user behavior?” 
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Chapter 5 

Design and Implementation 
 

 

5.1    Phase 1 Design: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on 

User Behavior 

 

 

5.1.1 High-Level System Design Presentation 

 

The overall system design of the Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior is presented in figure 17 and serves as a risk mitigation solution. The essence of the 

solution is to provide a possible guideline in establishing a hierarchical access control between 

the user and SaaS resources. Through crucial capabilities of; user-behavior trust evaluation 

model, policy decision point, and adaptive security control processors. As presented in figure 17, 

adaptive security processors function as a policy enforcement point that adjusts the access request 

permissions dynamically, according to inputs fed indirectly from the trust evaluation model 

through the policy decision point server. Policy decision point server performs a logical 

processing on trust level and associated risk rating received directly from trust evaluation model. 

These inputs then determine if to allow, limit, or deny the user access request. Subsequently, it 

signals the adaptive security processors to dynamically adapt and enforce the appropriate control 

decision.  

The significant advantage of the solution is its ability to provide a hierarchical access control 

strategy for SaaS cloud resources access and utilization. Additional systems are also presented in 

figure 17, the RBAC, which provides an authorization mechanism as a second-level security 

control. At the same time, the identity provider´s IAM or IDaas does authentication at the first 

level of control. Lastly, the adaptive security control engine implements the third security control 

level across the cloud, based on the user-behavior trust level.  
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                   Figure 17: The High-level system design & access control process 

 

5.1.2 Low-Level System Design Presentation and Operational Functionality 

           

• User Initiate Access Request 

 

The low-level system design presented in figures 18, 19, and 20 detailed the key components and 

functionality that collectively produce the dynamic hierarchical access controls capability. The 

access control process starts when users initiate an access request to any hosted resources, such 
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as;  Microsoft Office 365, Box, Google Apps, Amazon Web Services, Concur, Zendesk, 

DocuSign, and Data. The cloud identity provider intercepts this request to initiate an 

authentication process. Depending on the authentication mechanism, the user is subjected to 

identity verification and authentication through any of the following means; SSO: SAML, 

OpenID, OAuth, Multifactor or Credentials: LDAP, Active directory services. If successful, user 

role authorization assessments are activated; on the contrary, the user is denied access and 

feedback sent to the user. This process is the first layer of the access control process. 

 

• Adaptive Security Control Engine (Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)) 

 

The adaptive security control engine shown in Figure 18 is the heart of the access control process 

enforcement. Successfully authenticated users are further subjected to the second level of the 

access control process by consulting the RBAC, role-based authorization server. The role-based 

authorization server defined the authorization criteria based on user identity, associated roles, and 

permission within an access control matrix or capability tables. A capability table is one method 

of identifying privileges assigned to the subject (user, groups, or roles), focusing on the subjects, 

and identifying the objects that subjects can access. [80].  A user granted access is subjected to 

behavior observation and analysis by the User Behavior Trust Manager's evaluation modeling 

engine. The trust evaluation model assesses and assigns trust and risk rating values to each user's 

behavior, then feeds this into policy decision points to determine access permission. The adaptive 

security control engines ultimately enforce the access permission for each user accessing and 

utilizing the cloud resources. 

The adaptive security control engines act as a particular policy enforcement point, depending 

on the decision feedback received from the policy decision point server. Furthermore, it monitors, 

predicts future risk events, and responds to security incidents associated with initially authorized 

user activities. Figure 18 presents the adaptive security architecture process, while the subsequent 

sections explain each system's capabilities in-depth. 
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  Figure 18: Process of Adaptive Security Architecture [78] 

Connected to  Policy Decision Point Central Server(PDP) 
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1. Preventive Capabilities -Prevents or deter undesirable events from users. For example, 

activities of Users' behavior with “not credible trust level and high-risk ratings” will be 

denied access. While users with both trust level and risk rating of “partial trust level and 

medium risk rating” are given “limited access” and subjected to detective and response 

processes in case there is further punishment by the trust model engine. The preventive 

feature can ultimately deny access already granted to a user due to the user's bad behavior, 

which seamlessly increases the user behavior risk rating. For this enforcement to happen, 

the preventive capability makes use of the currently updated user behavior trust level 

degraded to a much lower level, newly computed by the trust evaluation model.  

The substantial risk that can occur without the existence of ineffective preventive 

controls is, for example, unauthorized information disclosure, modification, and 

destruction either through intentional or non-intentional threats. Applicable controls 

enforced at this layer, as shown in figure 18, can be; Security policy and procedures, 

Security Awareness Training, Access control procedures end-point security such as multi-

factor authentication, consisting of signature-based anti-malware protection, network 

perimeter security such as application proxies, intrusion prevention systems, firewalls, 

and System hardening and isolation [78] 

2. Detective Capabilities -Identify and provide insights into undesirable events and alerts 

to the system administrator. All users' activities, both “complete or limited access,” are 

still subjected to monitoring and detective control process if their attributes are 

downgraded due to misbehavior when using authorized resources. The substantial risk 

that can occur without the existence of ineffective detective controls can be, for example, 

security breaches, multiple unsuccessful attack attempts, and suspicious reconnaissance. 

Appropriate controls enforced at this layer, as shown in figure 18, can involve; Logging, 

real-time monitoring, and alerts anomalies identification, Intrusion detection, incident 

detection, investigation, and containment. 

3. Response/Retrospective Capabilities -Intelligently and automated response actions to 

promptly address security incidents to minimize incurred risk events and restore processes 

and services to a normal state. This control engine will trigger an incident response 

procedure as a countermeasure in the phase of attempted or successful security breaches 

due to unauthorized access or abuse of privileges by users with complete trust and partial 

trust levels. Applicable controls enforced at this layer, as shown in figure 18, can involve, 

Conduct Incident Response, Forensic investigation, changing security policy to adapt 

current situation, Implementing risk remediation, Business continuity, and disaster 

recovery planning [78] 

4. Predictive Capabilities -The user behavior trust levels and risk ratings can be used to 

evaluate and provide the possibility to foresee unwanted security events through 

intelligence monitoring, analytical, diagnostic to identify attacks before they materialize. 

Appropriate controls are enforced at this layer, as shown in figure 18, which can involve, 
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Attack Prediction, Risk assessment, Proactive threat intelligence, Foresee future risk, and 

Baselining security posture. [78] 

 

• Policy Decision Point (PDP) Central Server 

 

The idea of integrating policy decision point server as part of the solution came from 

specification standards for eXtensible Access Control Markup Language. The standard defines a 

declarative fine-grained access control policy-based-attributes and evaluates access requests 

based on rules defined within the policies[79]. Figures 19 illustrate the access control decision-

making process from higher and lower levels perspectives. The adaptive security control engines 

consult the PDP for outcome authorization decisions based on user behavior’s trust level and 

behavior risk rating to dynamically adjust and enforce the corresponding controls as presented in 

figure 19-a.  

Figure 19-a. Decision-making process -User behavior trust and Risk 

access control 
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PDP will retrieve all user behavior comprehensive trust degree and associated risk ratings 

from the Trust Degree and Risk Rating Databases, integrated as part of the User Behavior Trust 

Manager through a data entry point to make the authorization decision. Before decision making, 

these parameters are adapted and categorized to suit the process. The categorized user behavior 

trust level comprises of; Complete Trust, Partial Trust, and Not Credible Trust, and associated 

behavior risk ratings of; High, Medium, and Low Risk. The logical processor presented in Figure 

19-b is the brain behind the logic. First, logically process the trust and risk values to arrive at an 

access decision making, afterward interpreted at a high level in figure 19-a. 

               

                   Figure 19-b.  Decision-making process- Logical Processor 

 

• User Behavior Trust Manager System Design & Components 

As presented in figure 20, several critical components must function collectively to produce a 

well-functioning trust evaluation capability. These components include behavior trust evidence 

collector, Interactive user collector, risk assessment process, trust and risk databases, and trust 

evaluation modeling engine. The development of the User Behavior Trust Manager system is 
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drawn from research work conducted by [74] titled, Trust evaluation model of cloud user based 

on behavior data. The author [74] covered the fundamental principles "Seven principles for 

evaluating user behavior" required for the trust assessment. 

         

                  Figure 20: Process of Trust Evaluation [74]   

  

To develop a well-functioning trust modeling that might determine the trustworthiness of 

users during the period when connected to SaaS resources, several principles must be taken into 

consideration that should include the following: 
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1. Seven Principles for Evaluating User Behavior [69] 

 

• Time Impact Principle: Involves the duration of time a user stays connected to the SaaS 

cloud services. The seven principles are fundamental because the kind of activities carried 

out during the connection period might reflect the level of risk the user can impose on the 

cloud service. 

• Expiration Trust Record: Behavior trust records that are outdated and very old are not 

reliable to be considered for evaluation because users stopped accessing the cloud or not 

recently. 

• Recent User Behavior: New user behavior weighs heavily in calculating the trust value of 

a user. It reflects any user activities' current or new behavior when accessing the cloud. 

• Abnormal Behavior: Suspicious activities and abnormal attitudes are significant when 

calculating trust value compared to normal behavior. 

• Repeated Abnormal Behavior: Subsequent repeated behavior noticed as repeated 

malicious behavior is considered a key factor used in a rapid decline of trust value and 

punishment imposed.  

• Punishment Strategy: Strategy based on the rapid decline of user trust value due to 

repeatable abnormal behavior. 

• Trust Fraud Risk Through Slow Rise: Based on more significant numbers of users 

accessing the resources. The more important the number of users and available resources, 

the more accurate trust value evaluation. Therefore, it aims to prevent trust fraud risk 

during the trust evaluation process. 

Based on figure 20, the subsequent sections describe the trust evaluation process, a vital User 

Behavior Trust Manager component. The derived user trust value and risk rating are then fed into 

the policy decision point server for access decision-making. Finally, the adaptive security 

controls engines, in turn, use these values as inputs to dynamically adjust and enforce access 

controls in the SaaS environment.     

  

2. Behavior Trust Evidence Collection 

 

This process collects evidence of users’ activities across the SaaS infrastructures. These are 

composed of different logs types from a variety of data sources. Next, they aggregated parsed to 

transform the specific logs format into common structural data. Finally, the common structural 

data undergoes correlation and indexing, which afterward is fed into the Behavior data analysis 

process. As presented in figure 20, the list of standard logs types that will be required consists of: 

• User Login Information (Username, IP address, geolocation, login time, logged and login 

domains) 
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• Security Evidence (security events across firewall, intrusion system, malware, 

unauthorized access events  

• Operation Habits (file upload, download, file search, directory access, read, write, or 

execute an event, frequency of resource usage, abnormal operation, interactive behavior, 

and operational functions) 

• Performance Metrics (Data request and response times, system resources occupancy rate, 

data transmission capacity usage) 

• Reliability Characteristics (Error rate of transmission failures, rate of denied connections, 

rate of, rate of IP packet loss) 

• The log sources can be diverse, coming from a source like; Network and End-Point 

security devices Logs, Application Event Logs, Network devices Logs, User Session 

Logs, Computer Systems Logs, Data processing, and transmission, Database Logs, 

Authentication and Authorization Logs, and Web Servers Logs. [69][74][81]    

 

3. Behavior Data Analysis 

 

The collected trust behavior evidence from different log sources are analyzed to create a user 

behavior trust profile that is later used to determine the users' trust state and risk levels, as shown 

in Figure 20. Based on [74] trust model computation, the user behavior profile can be determined 

by applying several mathematical formulas shown below: 

            Deriving Cloud User Behavior set (CB) from categories of user behavior: 

Examples of cloud user behavior set; cb1 = user authentication, cb2 =download behavior, cb3= 

upload behavior, cb4= retrieval behavior. [74]   

 

i is a natural number, where N= total number of users' behavior.  

         Deriving Cloud User Behavior State set (CBS) from Activities performed and attitude 

within, from each category of user behavior set: 

 

 

Examples of cloud user behavior state set. 

“User authentication (Normal users and legal IP, abnormal users and legal IP) 

Retrieval behavior (Retrieval method = combination search, retrieval content = some areas) 
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Download behavior (Download frequency = any, download mode = single download, download 

content = any,), download category = any 

Upload behavior (Upload category = any, upload frequency = any)” [74]   

           Deriving Cloud user behavior Weighted value; weight assigned to each user behavior 

based on historical and statistical recorded data to provide credibility of the user profile. For 

example, the weighted value will be needed during trust computation when deriving a user's 

comprehensive trust degree or value. [74]   

 

 

          Deriving Cloud User Behavior Trusted State set (CBSTRUSTED)  ) from a collection of 

regular activities and attitudes within each category of user behavior set that is deemed trusted 

without abnormalities. 

 

  

Sample of the status set of trusted users: 

“CBSTRUSTED = {{normal users and legal IP},{retrieval method = combination search, retrieval 

content = specific area}, {download frequency = download each time, download mode = batch 

download, download content = specific area, download category = pdf}, {upload category = 

none, upload frequency = never upload}}” [74].    

   

4. Interactive User 

 

 Interactive user presented in figure 20 is the process of collecting information about user 

activities and related behavior through direct interaction with other entities; either through other 

cloud service providers or entities within the same domain that the evaluated user resides, is 

significant in building the recommendation synthesis that will be needed during the trust 

computation to derive recommendation trust. Therefore, an Indirect interaction with the evaluated 

user is not considered valid. The reason is to avoid non-credibility or reduce the size of the 

recommendation chain. 

 

5. Trust Evaluation- Computation Engine 

 

The trust evaluation engine is the heart of the User Behavior Trust Manager. As presented in 

figure 20, the trust computation process computes a series of trust degrees or values (direct 
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trust, recommendation trust, and historical trust) from data received from behavior analysis, 

recommendation, and historical recorded statistics. The mentioned trust types and weighted 

values are then fed as inputs and collectively computed to determine the overall trust value 

known as comprehensive trust degree. The comprehensive trust degree or value is further 

used to update the user behavior trust list and additionally sent to the database for storage. 

The following sub-sections outline how the different trust types are derived. 

 

▪ Deriving Direct Trust (Td) 

Direct trust is derived from real-time statistical records of interaction between the 

user and the SaaS resources. Data collected from user behavior data analysis 

process consist of; Cloud user behavior set, Cloud user behavior state set, Cloud 

user behavior Weighted value, and Cloud user behavior trusted state set, are used by 

the trust computation to derive the direct trust degree based on the formula below 

[74]: 

 

 

 

 

Td = Direct Trust Degree 

MAX is considered as a direct trust set based on historical experience. 

 

▪ Deriving Recommendation Trust (Tr) 

Recommendation trust is the trust derived from recommendations provided by 

direct interaction of the user evaluated with other entities or entities within the user 

domain at real-time interaction. Collected recommendations are synthesis to 

generate the recommended trust value, which is then fed as input to the trust 

computation. The formula below is used to derive the recommendation trust degree 

[74]. 
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▪ Deriving Historical Trust (Th) 

Historical trust is the last calculated “direct trust value” influenced by historical 

statistics and expert experience. The historical trust is further updated according to 

comprehensive derived trust, suspected and abnormal thresholds. The value can be 

derived using the formula [74].; 

 

Th = Historical trust 

TC = comprehensive trust 

Thus = suspected abnormal threshold  

Thdabn  =abnormal threshold  

t = penalty coefficient and can be adjusted to intensify user behavior punishment. 

 

▪ Deriving Comprehensive Trust (Tc) 

Comprehensive trust is the overall trust value derived from the entire process. It is 

obtained from collectively computing the calculated weighted average, direct trust, 

recommendation trust, and historical trust during the trust computing process. The 

comprehensive trust value is used as decision-making parameters by the policy 

decision point server as presented in figure 19-a, Decision-making process -user 

behavior trust and risk access control, and figure 19-b, Decision-making process- 

Logical Processor. Afterward,  the adaptive security control in figure 18, Process of 

Adaptive Security Architecture, ultimately does the enforcement. This value can be 

derived using the formula [74]; 

 

TC = Comprehensive Trust 

Th = Historical trust 

α,β,γ = weighting coefficients 

0<α, β, γ<1,α+ β+ γ=1. 
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6.  User Behavior Risk Assessment 

 

 User risk assessments are performed based on the analyzed user behavior data inputs from the 

Behavior Data Analysis and Synthesized Recommendations. Risk Ratings are assigned to each 

user based on individual behavior, ranging from Low, Medium, to High. The Risk Rating values 

are stored in the risk rating database that the policy decision point server will consult during 

processing, as presented in figures 19-a and 19-b. 

 

7. Database (Trust Value and Risk Rating Database) 

 

 Computed user behavior trust values or degree and risk ratings are stored in this database, shown 

in figure 20. In addition, it is interconnected to the Policy Decision Point Central Server through 

its data exit point to PDP’s data entry point. It facilitates data communication exchange between 

the two systems, as presented in figures 19 -20. 

     

    

5.2    Phase 2  Implementation: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework 

based on User Behavior. As Risk Treatment Solution in Risk Management Process 

ISO/2705:2018. 

 

5.2.1 Context Establishment 

 

• Information Assets and Scope  

 

 The information assets and scope include any organization's employees at all levels, students, and 

business partners as a Cloud Service Consumer. They regularly use the SaaS resources for daily 

business operations.  

The entities are significant assets to any organization; as such, conducting risk assessment and 

applying the application mitigation strategy regarding individual activities and behavior is highly 

relevant in maintaining a secure cloud environment when using SaaS applications and data. 

Compromising any CIA-A security objective will be detrimental to the organization and its 

business partners and customers. 
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• Definition of the Scope and Boundaries (Information Asset Identification and 

Categorization) 

 

Information asset identification and categorization is the process of collecting data, data set, or 

any asset that collects, processes, transmit, or store information valuable to an organization's 

existence [82]. This information is often stored in an information asset inventory, as shown in 

Table 4 [82]. 

 

 

• Information Asset Risk Sensitivity and Valuation  

 

 Asset risk sensitivity is the crucial risk assessment component that dictates an organization's 

valuable assets, presented in table 4. As such, they are to be protected against any threat that 

could compromise the CIA-A's security objectives. [82] defines information asset risk sensitivity 

as a relative measurement of the tolerance of the resources for risk exposures. Determining the 

risk sensitivity scale will be based on several factors that are vital to an organization existence, 

factors such as : 

• The most critical asset that contributes to the success of the organization 

• The data classification scheme for information asset 

• An investment that generates the most valuable profits and revenue 

• An asset that is most expensive to protect and recover when compromised. 

• Degree-of negative impact implications to an organization include Financial Loss, 

Legal Implications, Reputational Damages, and Regulatory Implications. 

        

The Degree-of negative impact inflicted on an organization can result from compromised 

assets due to employees with poorly rated user behavior trust levels and associated risk rating. 

Both of these values will be a critical factor when determining an asset's risk sensitivity scale 

ratings.  Integrating these key factors could help give an insight into risk and associated 

consequences, with an appropriate implementation of the Trust-Based Adaptive Security 

Framework based on User Behavior as a possible recommended mitigation solution.  
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Tables 5 and 6 [82] show that the Qualitative Risk sensitivity scale defines "People-Employees" 

asset sensitivity with detailed criteria to differentiate each sensitivity level. 

 

With the qualitative scaling in place, Sensitivity Ratings are assigned to employees based 

on "User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk Rating," as presented in Table 6 [82]. 

Thus, data classification will not affect the scale value. Still, it should be considered if the 

assessment is tailored to a specific Corporate Sector,  private or public. 

 

• Prioritization of Information Asset  

 

From Table 6, employees rated with the following profile; “High Sensitivity level, Not Credible 

and High-risk ratings” are considered a high priority for risk treatment due to the increased 

possibility to incurred critical risk. In this case, an employee identified as  (User-id_3) is to be 
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treated first with the corresponding controls, followed by employees with lower profile values; in 

the next step of the Risk Management processes. 

 

• The Risk Management Approach 

 

The risk management approach will be based on the standard procedure of the ISO/IEC 

27005:2018 Qualitative Risk Assessment approach guideline presented in figure 1. 

 

• Establish Risk Appetite, Threshold and  Tolerance Declaration Statements  

 

These declarations could help organizations manage risk in the phase of continuous emerging 

threats. 

Risk Appetite statement, a more generic risk appetite statement, will be appropriate for this 

process since it relates to all organizations that subscribe to SaaS regardless of the sector they 

belong to. The key objective is to maintain risks as low as possible that might be detrimental to 

the organization's existence. Risk impact or consequences might be deemed unacceptable and 

classified accordingly to Low-Risk Appetite, Moderate Risk Appetite, or High-Risk Appetite 

levels, depending on each organization's business goals and security objectives CIA-A. 

Treatment of each risk consequence with corresponding risk appetite level should be eminent 

within reasonable time and resources of the organization's capabilities. 

Risk Threshold Statement, a senior management statement, expresses the amount of risk an 

organization is willing to accept regarding its business goals. 

Risk Tolerance Statement, when risk appetite strategy could not be adhered to due to financial 

and resource constraints, senior management must deviate from the established low-risk appetite 

based on strategic and tactical plans. Risk exposure with adverse implications can shift from one 

with a lower risk appetite to one with a higher risk appetite. However, they must fall within the 

acceptable range from Negligible to High-risk rating. The risk with low appetite ratings is 

allowed deviation to risk with moderate risk appetite on the risk tolerance scale. The risk with 

moderate appetite ratings is allowed deviation to risk with higher moderate appetite on the Risk 

Tolerance scale. 

The organization's Risk Appetite and Tolerance Declaration is based on due diligence and due 

care for senior managers to comply with organization governance controls. Top management 

should lower the sensitivity of some of its information assets and expectations to maintain the 

security objectives to one level down the previous one. This will ensure a more realistic risk 

exposure that will reasonably lie within the risk threshold. Of course, the elimination of risk is 
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practically impossible; as such, the main goal of any organization is to reduce risk in a cost-

effective way that will fall within the acceptable risk threshold. 

 

• Risk Evaluation criteria 

 

Risk appetite, risk tolerance, and risk threshold should be used to compare each risk exposure and 

residual risk to determine its acceptability or not and conduct further assessment and apply risk 

treatment using the derived framework Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior.  

 

• Risk Estimation  

 

Based on the Qualitative Risk Assessment approach using the following variables: 

▪ Sensitivity of the People-Employees Asset - Qualitative Risk Sensitivity Scale 

(Derived from User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk Rating) 

▪ Severity or Impact of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity/Impact Scale 

▪ Likelihood of the Threat - Qualitative Likelihood Scale 

 

• Impact Criteria 

 

Are based on the degree of damages inflicted on an organization's valuable asset with significant 

consequences such as Financial Losses, Reputational Damages, Regulatory Implications, and 

Legal Implications. As a result of employees who are negatively or poorly rated with “User 

Behavior Trust Degree and associated User Behavior Risk Rating values.” 

 

• Risk Acceptance Criteria 

 

This criterion will be associated with risk evaluation criteria, risk appetite, tolerance, and 

threshold. 
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5.2.2  Risk Analysis  and Risk Treatment 

 

• Risk Analysis ( Risk Identification ) 

 

Risk identification is the process of identifying the following elements to estimate risk exposure. 

The components consist of: 

1. Asset Identification: (People -Employees) 

People-Employees (Senior Manager, Line Managers, and Non-managerial employees) as 

detailed in Table 4. Employees are the most valuable asset to an organization and the 

weakest point in the information security chain. Senior managers are responsible for 

executing critical business decisions at the strategic level and enforcing governance 

controls through due diligence and due care. Line managers at the next lower level of any 

organization chat are responsible for executing tactical business decisions based on the 

business decision made at the strategic level by senior managers. In contrast, non-

managerial employees take day-to-day business operations from the strategic to an 

operational level. Regardless of the employee's position and commitment, the level of risk 

impact on a business process or other valuable asset when compromised will still be the 

same because the end goal is to cause financial loss, reputational damages, regulatory and 

legal implications. Therefore, for the sake of the risk assessment, employees will be 

considered single an asset regardless of their position and responsibilities based on the 

fact that risk impact as a result of compromise will make little or no difference with 

regards to the degree of damages inflicted on the organization. Employees' assets are 

tagged as user-id-xxx. 

 

2. Identified Vulnerabilities 

 

Common vulnerabilities found within the SaaS environment with regards to cloud users are 

known to consist of: - 

• Weak Identity, Credential, and access management  

Some Cloud users tend to use weak passwords, credential abuse, stolen by attackers 

to impersonate legitimate cloud users, and careless password management [94]. This 

can lead to the disclosure of sensitive information, unauthorized manipulation, or 

destruction of the system; worst case, the affected account is an account with 

privileged access.  
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• Absence or ineffective access control mechanism 

The absence or existence of ineffective access control mechanisms can lead to 

unauthorized access and compromised cloud resources. Possible compromise can be 

loss of confidentiality, integrity, and asset availability. Furthermore, lack or 

ineffective access control can facilitate unauthorized access to install malware 

programs on a critical system to perform malicious activities that fulfill the attacker's 

goal. It can also give malicious insiders such as disgruntle employees to conduct 

malicious acts against the organization. 

• Lack of Security Awareness against Social Engineering. 

This leads to non or limited knowledge of security threats and risks that pose a severe 

threat to the organization. Employees can be subjected to social engineering attacks 

like phishing attacks and scams. 

• Careless or Incompetent System Administrator  

Can facilitate a disgruntled employee or malicious insider conduct sabotage, 

espionage to steal sensitive information for business benefits. Even cause system 

failures, data corruption, information disclosure because of mistake, or improper 

password management. 

 

• Improper handling of sensitive or confidential information by employees.  

Due to lack of security mechanism in place or sufficient knowledge of how the 

procedure works or incompetency of the employee can lead to security breaches or 

loss of data classified as sensitive or confidential. 

 

3. Identified Threats 

 

Referring to section 2.5.3 SaaS Security Issue detailed in The Treacherous Twelve’ Cloud 

Computing Top Threats in 2016 [5], are common threats that are known to exploit the 

listed vulnerabilities in the previous section consist of: 

• Incompetent System Administrator 

A careless or incompetent system administrator with little or no knowledge of the 

risk it can impose on the organization is a significant threat if an administrative 

account with privileged access is involved or lacks technical expertise. The most 

common impact can be loss of service availability, loss, or leakage of sensitive 

information. 
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• Malicious Insider 

A disgruntled employee or malicious insider can sabotage, espionage, and steal 

sensitive information for illegal business benefits contrary to the organization's 

business interest. 

 

• Data Breaches and Data Loss 

Unauthorized access of sensitive information either through sabotage, stolen or 

data loss, or Sensitive information leakage. Possible exploit on absence or 

ineffective access control mechanism, and weak Identity, credential, access 

management. 

 

• Account Hijacking and Account Misuse 

Stolen accounts for impersonation of a legitimate employee to have unauthorized 

access to cloud resources, then to further conduct activities. Account misuses due 

to misuse of privileged right and permission because of weak Identity, credential, 

access management, and absence or ineffective access control mechanism 

 

• Man-In-The-Middle 

An act of malicious intruder impersonates and positions themselves between 

communication paths to gain unauthorized access to confidential information, 

conduct unauthorized data manipulation, or even provoke service unavailability 

when a legitimate employee's account is compromised. The attack is possible due 

to a combination of weak identity, credential, and access management 

vulnerabilities and the absence of a weak encryption algorithm for data being 

transmitted capture through packet sniffers.   

  

• Malware Infection 

One of the significant issues impacting any organization is employees who fall 

victims to phishing attacks, accessing malicious websites, and installing software 

infected with malware code can be used as a threat vector to exploit and 

compromise the organization's cloud resources. Compromised systems can be 

subjected to various types of attacks, for example, destruction of system 

components through Virus, the technique used as Botnet for C2C network by 

Trojan Horse, propagation of other forms of malware in the case of Worms, 

modify system codes to suites attackers purpose, encrypting of compromised 

systems components to request a ransom before releasing the decryption keys 

back to the victims by the use of crypto-malware such as ransomware. 
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• Social Engineering (Phishing, Whaling, Spear phishing, Scam) 

The act of tricking someone into gaining valuable information from that person 

Phishing legitimately can be done via scam emails with malicious attachments or 

embedded links to malicious websites. Phishing attacks easily exploit employees 

with no security awareness training by clicking the suspicious links to malicious 

websites and probably their accounts being hijacked or sniffed to enable further 

malicious activities—downloading malicious contents with embedded malware. 

The consequences of such acts lead to security compromise of the organization 

through the employee’s actions. 

 

• Drive-By Download (Malware Distributor) 

A threat where an attacker conducts a stealth download and installation of a 

malicious payload to employees' systems without their knowledge when they visit 

suspicious websites that host malicious contents. In most cases is to prepare the 

environment for a future attack. 

 

• Loss of Service Availability 

Loss of availability is highly possible due to careless or incompetent system 

administrators with as authorized users with privileged account permissions 

with little or no knowledge of the expertise required to conduct the task or lack  

of risk awareness. 

 

• Risk Analysis (Risk Estimation) 

 

    Based on the Qualitative Risk Assessment approach using the following variables: 

• Sensitivity of the People-Employees Asset - Qualitative Risk Sensitivity Scale 

(Derived from User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk Rating) 

• Severity or Impact of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity/Impact Scale 

• Likelihood of the Threat - Qualitative Likelihood Scale 

 

1. Sensitivity of the People-Employees Asset - Qualitative Risk Sensitivity  

  

An employee with user-id_3, from table 6 [82],  is chosen as a sample for the risk assessment. 

The reason is due to the following employee profile attributes; Not Credible -User Behavior Trust 

Level, High -User Behavior Risk Rating, and High -Sensitivity Rating [82]. 
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2. Impact of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity-Impact Scale   

  

Threat:  Account Hijacking and Account Misuse 

Vulnerability:  Weak Identity, Credential, and Access Management 
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[83] 

 

 

Threat:  Man-In-The-Middle 

Vulnerability:  Weak Identity, Credential, and access management 
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       [83] 

 

Threat:  Malware Infection 

 Vulnerability:  Absence or ineffective access control mechanism 
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       [83] 
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Threat:  Malicious Insider 

Vulnerability:  Absence or ineffective access control mechanism 
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[83] 

 

 

Threat:  Social Engineering (Phishing, Whaling, Spear phishing, Scam)  

Vulnerability:  Lack of Security Awareness 
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[83] 
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Threat:  Malware Infection  

Vulnerability:  Lack of Security Awareness 
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[83] 

 

Threat:  Drive-By Download (Malware Distributor) 

Vulnerability:  Lack of Security Awareness 
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[83]       

  

Threat:  Loss of Service Availability 

Vulnerability:  Careless or Incompetent System Administrator 
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[83] 

 

 

Threat:  Data Breaches and Data Loss 

Vulnerability:  Careless or Incompetent System Administrator  
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[83] 

 

 

Threat:  Data Breaches and Data Loss 

Vulnerability:  Improper handling of sensitive 
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[83] 
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Table 7:   Qualitative Risk Assessment - Risk Registry 
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Risk Treatment 

 

After implementing the framework for each risk treatment, it is noticeable that the user sensitivity 

risk ratings were reduced from high to low. The primary reason for this reduction was a change in 

the user behavior, which eventually increased the trust level and decreased the risk level—

ultimately influencing the sensitivity risk ratings, seamlessly reducing each identified risk, as 

presented in Table 8: Risk Register and Risk Monitor. 
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Chapter 6 

Results  
 

The presentation of the results will be divided into two sections as shown below, with a final 

evaluation if the design and implementation have met our goal of resolving the research problem: 

• Phase 1: Design:  Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User Behavior. 

• Phase 2: Implementation: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior. As Risk Mitigation Solution in Risk Management process ISO/2705:2018 

 

6.1  Phase 1 Design: Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework based on User 

Behavior. 

 

The design phase figures 18, 19, and 20 from sections Low-Level System Design presentation and 

Operational Functionality are reproduced here to help explain the illustrated work and the 

resulting outcome. Enforcement of the dynamic access control started with an authenticated user 

initially granted or denied permission by the adaptive security system through consultation of the 

RBAC authorization server concerning the user permission attributes. Next, other system 

components conduct further authorization assessments as more granular access control measures 

to manage the initial access granted effectively. The outcome of the entire process can be 

considered a hierarchy of access control measures based on the user identity and how the user 

behaves across the cloud after being granted initial access. 

The subsequent sections outline each system component's functionality and the resulting 

outcome. It is essential to notice that each system has interconnected channels connecting it to 

other data, signals, and information exchanges or transmission. Input and output data are vital for 

the proper functioning of the solution as a whole system.  

 

 6.1.1 User Behavior Trust Manager 

 

The user behavior trust manager presented in figure 20 is one of the crucial components of the 

framework that evaluates the user’s activities and computes the actual trust level of each user. 

After users are granted access to the SaaS infrastructure through the RBAC authorization process, 

their activities are forwarded to and collected by behavior trust evidence collection. As presented 

in Figure 20, User Behavior Trust Evaluation Process, User activities reflect individual behavior 

concerning access permission and the usage of SaaS resources. Each user behavior trust evidence 

is collected as logs information from different log sources across the SaaS infrastructure. 
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Examples of this log information are;  User Login Information, Security Evidence, Operation 

Habits, Performance Metrics, Reliability Characteristics, and Abnormal operation. They are later 

parsed into a standard log format, correlated, and then analyzed by the Behavior Data Analysis 

process. Finally, the output is fed into the Trust Evaluation, and the computation process 

computes the Direct Trust Degree of the user. 

Additionally, recommendations from different cloud service providers and entities within the 

same cloud service domain with direct interaction are also collected and synthesized, then fed 

into the Trust Evaluation and computation process to compute each user recommendation, 

eventually forming the Recommendation Trust Degree. Each user has recorded historical data to 

calculate the user's Historical Trust Degree. The historical trust degree is regularly updated based 

on ongoing activities with associated behavior during user access. To determine the overall user 

behavior trust level or degree, a weighted value is applied across previously computed trust types 

of; Direct Trust Degree, Recommendations Trust Degree, and Historical Trust Degree to 

determine the Comprehensive Trust Degree. The evaluation and computation of each user's trust 

level is an ongoing assessment that tends to reflect the user's current trust level regardless of the 

access granted previously. Based on the variation of each user's behavior regarding access 

activities, the user's trust level can either be degraded by punishment or increased. Afterward, 

used to update the user behavior trust list and recent historical trust degree. The updated trust list 

is essential for keeping the historical trust accurate and up to date for continuous computation of 

the user's new comprehensive trust degree. Copies of the updated trust list are stored in the trust 

degree and risk rating database, in addition to user behavior risk ratings, for future use by other 

processes, most importantly, the policy decision point central server.  

 The computed user behavior risk rating and comprehensive user behavior trust degree by the 

User Behavior Trust Manager form the primary link and parameters for the outbound risk 

assessment process of  ISO/IEC 27005:2018 Sensitivity Ratings People-Employees Asset 

presented previously in Table 6. 
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     Figure 20: Process of Trust Evaluation   

                       

6.1.2  Policy Decision Point (PDP) Central Server 

 

The policy decision point server processes the inputs it retrieved from the trust manager’s 

database to make an authorization and access control decision that the corresponding adaptive 

security engine will enforce. To effectively process access control decisions, each user trust  and  

risk levels' current state was categorized into “Complete Trust, Partial Trust, and Not Credible” 

and risk rating of  “High, Medium, and Low Risk.”  

The Logical processor performs the process of determining and assigning what trust level 

corresponds to each user, as presented in figure 19-b. It conducts the low-level processing by 

evaluating the “Comprehensive Trust Degree” against the “Abnormal Threshold” set; a fixed 

value, plus each user behavior “Risk Rating” value. User with a comprehensive trust lower than 
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the abnormal threshold plus risk rating equals low will be assigned a “Complete Trust” and 

marked for “Grant full access.”. While users with comprehensive trust less than the abnormal 

threshold but with a medium risk rating will be assigned “Partial Trust” and then marked as 

“Grant limited access.” Lastly, a user with comprehensive trust greater than an abnormal 

threshold and high-risk rating will be assigned “Not Credible Trust,” will be marked as “Deny 

access.”  

The low-level process performs the logical operation as in figure 19-b, which is then 

interpreted by the high-level function in figure 19-a using the parameters derived from the low-

level process operation to make the decision process visible to the adaptive security engines by 

sending the outcome through signaling or data communication. Users with complete trust and 

low-risk ratings are tagged with granted full access, while a user with partial trust is labeled with 

granted limited access, and lastly, a user with not credible trust is labeled with granted no access. 

Figure 19-a. Decision-making process -

user behavior trust and risk access control 
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Each outcome is sent to the corresponding adaptive security processor to enforce the 

corresponding control partnering to each user behavior from their activities.                                        

 

                   Figure 19-b.  Decision-making process- Logical Processor 

 

   6.1.3 Adaptive Security Control Engine  

 

The adaptive security control engines function as control enforcement points. It consists of four 

types of controls; preventive, detective, retrospective or respond, and predictive controls 

capabilities. Depending on the kind of decision signal received from the policy decision point 

server, about user behavior trust level and associated risk rating, in conjunction with other 

environmental or context factors, it enforces one or multiple types of controls to mitigate the 

actual threat and risk identified. Figure 18 presents the types of controls imposed on users based 

on their trust and risk level when accessing and utilizing SaaS resources. The controls are 

applicable or integrated into the continuous risk management process to enhance cloud users' 

identity and access control. 
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   Connected to Policy Decision Point Central Server (PDP) 

 
Figure 18: Process of Adaptive Security Architecture [78] 
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6.2   Phase 2 Implementation: Trust-Based Security Framework based on User 

Behavior. "As Risk Mitigation Solution in Risk Management process ISO/2705:2018.” 

 

This section outlines the risk assessment process and how the designed framework solution is 

integrated and used as a possible risk mitigation solution to resolve various identified risks 

relating to user identity and access management issues when accessing and utilizing the SaaS 

resource.  The process starts by defining a context for the risk management process, which 

elaborates on people assets. People asset valuation is based on risk sensitivity as a critical factor 

used to determine an asset value. User behavior trust degree and associated risk rating directly 

influence the risk sensitivity factor. Next, risk analysis was conducted to identify people entities 

(SaaS users) as valuable assets, threats, and vulnerabilities associated with the asset. Next, risk 

identification through the risk estimation process in conjunction with risk evaluation to prioritize 

which risk should be treated first.  Lastly, applying the risk mitigation solution Trust-Based 

Adaptive Security Framework based on User Behavior. as a possible risk treatment solution for 

each identified risk, threat, and vulnerability to people(user) entity asset.  

 

6.2.1 Context Establishment  

 

Information assets and scope are specified within context establishment, and the primary purpose 

is to identify and categorize information assets.  It can be defined as the process of collecting 

data, data set, or any asset that collects, processes, transmit, or store information valuable to an 

organization's existence. This information is often stored in an information asset inventory, as 

shown in Table 4 [82]. 

        

Risk sensitivity and its influences on asset valuation were performed to help determine how 

critical and valuable the identified information asset (people) in table 4  are relevant to the existence 

of any organization, in addition to why the people asset and cloud service should be protected against 

a threat that might compromise CIA-A's security objectives. Information asset risk sensitivity is “A 

relative measurement of the tolerance of the resources for risk exposures, similar to an evaluation of 
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criticality or importance to the organization, independent of any particular threat or vulnerability” 

[82]. Therefore, asset risk sensitivity was the key factor used to determine asset valuation.  

The degree-of negative impact inflicted on an organization results from poorly rated employee’s 

behavior trust degree and behavior risk rating; computed by the user behavior trust manager. Both 

parameters, behavior trust degree and behavior risk rating,  are essential when formulating the risk 

sensitivity scale ratings—as such, integrating user behavior trust and associated risk rating could give 

insight into the degree-of negative impact. Therefore, implementing the User Behavior Trust-Based 

Adaptive Security Framework as a possible mitigation solution is recommended. In addition, Tables 

5 and 6 [82] show that the Qualitative Risk sensitivity scale defines "People-Employees" asset 

sensitivity with detailed criteria to differentiate each sensitivity level.  

    

 With the qualitative scaling in place, Sensitivity Ratings are assigned to employees as 

presented in Table 6 [82], based on "User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk 

Rating"; these values were obtained from the Trust Evaluation & Computation user behavior risk 

assessment process. Data classification does not affect the scale value. Still, it should be 

considered if the assessment is tailored to a specific corporate sector, either the private or public 

sector. User-id_3 was assigned a prioritized asset for risk treatment due to its high-risk value and 

non-credible trust level. Therefore, chosen as an asset sample for the next stage of the risk 

analysis process. 
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The chosen Risk Management methodology was the ISO/IEC 27005:2018 with a Qualitative 

Risk assessment approach detailed in figure 1. Statements or declarations for; risk appetite, 

tolerance, and threshold were also established and signed-off by senior management as part of 

governance compliance. The declared statements reflect what risks and deviations are acceptable 

to any organization using the SaaS cloud environment. Sample's statement of the organization's 

risk appetite and tolerance declarations should be based on due diligence and due care to comply 

with the organization’s governance controls. Top management should lower some of its 

information assets' sensitivity and expectations to maintain its security objectives one level lower. 

Furthermore, it provides a better insight into organization risk exposure that might reasonably lie 

within the risk threshold. The elimination of risk is practically impossible; as such, the main goal 

of any organization is to reduce risk in a cost-effective manner that should fall within the 

acceptable risk threshold. 

 Risk Evaluation criteria were based on comparing the declared risk appetite, risk tolerance, 

and risk threshold to each identified risk exposure and residual risk to determine its acceptability, 

conduct further assessment and apply risk treatment using the derived framework User Behavior 

Trust-Based Adaptive Security Framework. 

Risk Estimation was based on the Qualitative Risk Assessment approach using the following 

variables; Sensitivity of the People-Employees Asset - Qualitative Risk Sensitivity Scale derived 

from User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk Rating, Severity or Impact of the 

Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity/Impact Scale, Likelihood of the Threat - Qualitative 

Likelihood Scale. 

 Impact criteria were based on the degree of damages inflicted on an organization's valuable 

asset with significant consequences such as Financial Losses, Reputational Damages, Regulatory 

Implications, and Legal Implications. As a result of users who are poorly rated with user behavior 

trust degree and behavior risk rating. At the same time, risk acceptance criteria were associated 

with risk evaluation criteria, risk appetite, tolerance, and threshold. 

 

   6.2.2 Risk Analysis 

 

Asset identification focuses on People -Employees assets, as the framework was designed and 

tailored exclusively towards user entity as a subject requesting access to SaaS resources objects. 

People-Employees were classified based on their roles and responsibility within an organization, 

such as Senior Manager, Line Managers, and Non-managerial employees, as detailed in Table 4. 

Regardless of the employee's position and commitment, the level of risk impact on a business 

process or other valuable asset when compromised, will remain the same since the end goal is to 

cause financial loss, reputational damages, regulatory and legal implications.  
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Within the risk assessment process, employees are considered a single asset regardless of 

their position and responsibilities based on the fact that risk impact as a result of a compromise 

will make little or no difference when considering the degree of damages that could be inflicted 

on the organization. Therefore, employees assets presented in Table 6 were tagged as user-id-

xxx, where user-id-3 was selected as a sample asset for the risk estimation process.  

Common vulnerabilities found within the SaaS environment associated with cloud users 

include the following; Weak Identity, Credential, and access management (a vulnerability where 

cloud users use a weak password, credential abuse, improper protection of credentials that can 

facilitate an attacker stealing the credentials to impersonate legitimate cloud authorized user). The 

absence or existence of ineffective access control mechanisms can lead to unauthorized access 

and compromised cloud resources. Lack of threat security awareness leads to non or limited 

knowledge of security threats and risks that will pose a severe threat to the organization. 

Employees can be subjected to social engineering attacks like phishing attacks and scams. 

Careless or Incompetent system administrator can facilitate a disgruntled employee or malicious 

insider to conduct sabotage, espionage to steal sensitive information or cause system failures, 

data corruption, information disclosure because of mistake, or improper password management, 

Improper handling of sensitive or confidential information by the user due to lack of security 

mechanism in place or sufficient knowledge of how the procedure works or incompetency of the 

employee can lead to security breaches or loss of data classified as sensitive or confidential. 

Common threats that could exploit the listed vulnerabilities tied to cloud users were also 

identified. The most common threats published by The Treacherous Twelve’ Cloud Computing 

Top Threats in 2016 [4]  consist of; Incompetent System Administrator as result of with little or 

no knowledge of the risk it can impose on the organization is a significant threat, for example, 

day to day usage of administrative account with privilege access is carelessly handled or lack of 

technical expertise to the job at hand. The most common impact can be loss of service 

availability, loss, or leakage of sensitive information. User as a Malicious Insider, for example, a 

disgruntled employee who can sabotage espionage to steal sensitive information for illegal 

business benefits contrary to the use of the organization's business interest. Account Hijacking 

and account misuse are other significant threats concerning cloud users. The attacker can 

impersonate legitimate authorized users to access cloud resources illegally and carry out future 

malicious activities. Man-In-The-Middle is the act of malicious intruder impersonating legitimate 

users and positioning themselves in between communication paths to gain unauthorized access to 

confidential information, conduct unauthorize data manipulation, or even provoke unavailability 

of service when legitimate employees account is compromised. The attack is possible due to a 

combination of weak identity, credential, access management vulnerabilities. The absence or 

presence of a weak encryption algorithm used for data transmitted captured through packet 

sniffers is also vulnerable. Social Engineering (Phishing, Whaling, Spear phishing, Scam) The act 

of tricking someone into gaining valuable information from that person legitimately. Users can be 

exploited through phishing by through scam emails with a malicious attachment or embedded 

links to a malicious website, through telephone calls to obtain user credentials, or asked to access 
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a malicious website and put in their credentials which are then recorded for future usage to gain 

access to the cloud resources. Drive-By Download (Malware Distributor) is a threat where an 

attacker conducts a stealth download and installation of malicious payload to employee’s system 

without their knowledge when they visit suspicious websites that host malicious contents to 

prepare the attacker for a future more complex attack. Loss of availability is highly possible due 

to careless or incompetent system administrators with authorized users with privileged account 

permissions and little or no knowledge of the required expertise to conduct the task or lack of risk 

awareness. 

Risk Estimation was conducted based on Qualitative Risk Assessment approach using the 

following variables to Identify Risk around employee(user-id-3) behavior with regards to SaaS 

resources; Sensitivity of the People-Employees Asset - Qualitative Risk Sensitivity Scale 

(Derived from User Behavior Trust Degree and User Behavior Risk Rating), Severity or Impact 

of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity/Impact Scale and Likelihood of the Threat - 

Qualitative Likelihood Scale.  An employee with user-id_3 from Table 6 was used as a sample 

for the risk assessment. The reason was due to the following attributes; Not Credible -User 

Behavior Trust Degree, High -User Behavior Risk Rating, and High -Sensitivity Rating. 

Impact of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity/Impact and Likelihood of the Threat -or 

Qualitative Likelihood, both shown below, were determined for user-id_3 people employee asset. 

Then, combining these factors to determine the Risk Rating Matrix - Risk Impact- Severity.  

Severity or Impact of the Vulnerability: Qualitative Severity/Impact Scale are based on 

numeric value based on Degree-of negative impact inflicts on organization because of user-id-3 

behavior and risk rating  

• Financial Loss or revenue  

• Legal Implications  

• Reputational Damages  

• Regulatory Implications  

To determine a risk exposure or identified risk for user-id-3, the Qualitative Risk 

Sensitivity rating in “Table 6: Sensitivity Ratings for "People-Employees" Asset” associated to 

the user behavior trust degree and user risk rating are combined with the above Risk Rating 

Matrix - Risk Impact- Severity to give a new value of the risk severity impact. Therefore, it is 

essential to consider a Qualitative Risk Sensitivity rating because it reflects or is associated with 

parameters “Trust and Risk Rating values” tied to the user-id-3 from the Behavior Trust 

Evaluation and computation model and behavior risk analysis to determine the actual risk impact  

Identified Risk or Estimated Risk Exposure for User-id_3 = [ Risk Rating Matrix (impact- 

Severity) + Qualitative Risk Sensitivity] 

The Risk Exposure criteria were used to determine the identified or estimated risk for user-id-

3. Risk Sensitivity values were positioned on the top row of the table, while Risk Rating Matrix-
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previous impact severity is placed on the lower left bottom of the table. Each intersection of two 

values determines the new impact severity for the risk. The outcome Risk Estimation process is 

presented below, an  extract from Phase 2: Implementing  Trust-Based Adaptive Security 

Framework based on User Behavior, as a Risk Mitigation Solution in Risk Management 

process ISO/2705:2018: 

• Impact of the Vulnerability - Qualitative Severity-Impact Scale 

• Likelihood of the Threat - Qualitative Likelihood Scale 

• Risk Rating Matrix (without with Qualitative Risk Sensitivity) Impact- Severity  

• Risk Exposure: (Risk Rating Matrix with Qualitative Risk Sensitivity) Risk 

Sensitivity 

Outcome observation from the risk estimation process proved that the identified or estimated 

risks for user-id_3 were critical. Taking associated threats, vulnerabilities, impact level, and the 

likelihood of occurrence into consideration, it reveals a significant insight that users with no-

credible trust level and high-risk rating can create or course a very dangerous impact on the well-

being of their organization and her valuable asset hosted across the SaaS environment. As a 

result, users with this profile or category should be given the highest risk treatment priority.  

 

 6.2.3     Risk Treatment 

 

After the framework solution was applied to each identified risk as a possible mitigation solution, 

the user behavior risk sensitivity ratings were reduced one level from High to Low. The primary 

reason for this reduction was user behavior trust and risk level changes, which affects the risk 

sensitivity ratings. The occurrence of changes in the risk sensitivity rating was heavily influenced 

by the application of the corresponding risk treatment or enforcement by the adaptive security 

control engines. The enforcement of adaptive security controls indeed forced user-id-3 to change 

their behavior, in addition to recalculating the trust level and associated risk, and further 

monitored. The new value derived from recalculated behavior trust degree and associated 

behavior risk rating is used to update the historical trust records and the rest of the processes. 

Risk assessment is ongoing, so user-id-3 behavior trust and associated risk rating will 

continuously be monitored and assessed. Inevitably, insight into the current trust state and risk 

level of the user-id-3 is vital for continuous risk monitoring and updating the user behavior trust 

list, historical record trust degree, policy decision making, and adaptive security enforcement 

control.    
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Risk Register and Risk Monitor are presented in Tables 7 and 8, respectively, with user-id-3’s 

risk treatment mapping, where the precise controls are applied to the corresponding threats, 

vulnerabilities, and identified risk. 

                      Table 7:   Qualitative Risk Assessment - Risk Registry 
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Effect of post implemented Adaptive Security Controls and Degraded Risk Sensitivity, as Risk 

Treatment is presented in  Table 8:  Risk Register and  Risk Monitor. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 
 

 

7.1 Summary of Results 

 
This study set out to design a risk mitigation solution known as User Behavior Trust-Based 

Adaptive Security framework. And how it could be used as a possible risk mitigation solution to 

enhance and resolve users' identity and access control limitations of traditional identity and 

access management (IAM) during user's interaction with SaaS resources. The findings from this 

study attempt to answer the research question "How can a trust-based adaptive security 

framework be integrated into risk mitigation to enhance SaaS user- identity and access control 

based on user behavior?". It suggests that when a  user behavior trust degree, policy decision 

making, and adaptive security control are integrated into the risk management process, it could 

mitigate identified risk associated with untrusted user behavior to an acceptable level. After 

applying the framework as a possible risk treatment, the study demonstrates a possible 

correlation between reduced risk levels and improved user attitude.  This improvement 

seamlessly led to an increased user behavior trust and lowered behavior risk rating. This study 

also discusses significant findings on the essential components of the framework(presented in 

figures 18, 19-a, 19-b, and 20) and its integration into the ISO/2705:2018 risk management 

process as related to the literature review in chapter 3. In addition to the literature review was the 

utilization of recognized theoretical concepts and principles to aid the framework's design, due to 

no study on the research area or underdeveloped area of research concerning the integration of 

the framework into the risk management process.  

The critical functions of design components consisted of; User Behavior Trust Manager that 

computes a user behavior trust degree and associated risk rating, Policy Decision Point (PDP) 

central, that adapt and set each user trust and risk levels through logical processing into the 

following categories; “Complete Trust, Partial Trust, and Not Credible” and “High, Medium, and 

Low-risk ratings.” These adapted values from PDP,  later used as  the key parameters when 

determining the access control decision classified as "Grant full access, Grant limited access, or 

Deny access." Depending on the resulting decision, the Adaptive Security Control Engine  

conducts a security controls enforcement that could be preventive, detective, corrective or 

predictive, corresponding to a specific user behavior trust level. 

One of the most significant outcomes of the result was that identified risk caused by untrusted 

user behavior presented in Table 7, Qualitative Risk Assessment - Risk Registry, was reduced to 

an acceptable level after the framework was applied as a possible risk treatment, shown in Table 

8 Risk Register and  Risk Monitor. As previously expressed, changes in the user behavior to a 

more trusted one with a low-risk rating possibly influenced the risk reduction. This effect might 

significantly enhance the user identity and access control management across SaaS environments. 
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The risk management process was conducted by selecting a sample of people assets identified as 

employee-id tagged with "User-id-3" from the asset identification and valuation phase. User-id-3 

was prioritized for risk treatment due to the following profile; user behavior trust level of "not 

credible," and user behavior risk rating of "high" with asset valuation sensitivity rating of  "high." 

The framework solution and its integration into the ISO/2705:2018 risk management process are 

described in detail in the following sections. The study further outlines implications of the 

framework as a possible risk treatment solution and limitations of the study. 

 

 

7.2  Results Interpretation: The Designed Framework & ISO/2705:2018 Risk    

Management Process 

 

7.2.1 User Behavior Trust Manager 

 

As previously expressed in chapters 5, 6, and figure 20, the user behavior trust manager is a 

crucial component of the framework, where its key elements function collectively to produce a 

well-functioning trust evaluation capability. These fundamental elements were behavior trust 

evidence collector, Interactive user collector, risk assessment process, trust and risk databases, 

and trust evaluation modeling engine.  

The evaluation trust model computes the user behavior trust level known as comprehensive 

trust degree and associated risk rating from a combination of previously defined trust parameters 

such as recommended trust, direct trust, and historical trust with a weighted constant value. These 

previously derived trust types were formulated based on evidence from recommendations of 

users' interaction, historical records, and user activities in the form of different logs types of data 

sources across the cloud. These logs of various origins were parsed,  correlated, and analyzed to 

create a user behavior trust profile that is later fed into the trust evaluation model to determine the 

users' trust state and risk levels and finally derived the user trust behavior level and associated 

risk rating.  

The resulting data from the user behavior trust manager, comprising of; the user behavior 

comprehensive trust degree and associated risk rating were used and contributed to the access 

control decision-making by the Policy Decision Point central server, which is then fed finally into 

an Adaptive Security Control Engine that enforced the access control decision. This resulting 

data from the User Behavior Trust Manager were used by the Policy Decision Point to formulate 

the User-id-3 sample profile; user behavior trust level of "not credible," and behavior risk rating 

of "high."  In conjunction with asset valuation sensitivity rating of  "high.". This same resulting 

data played a significant role as the primary link and parameters between the Asset Identification 

and Valuation phase when conducting ISO/IEC 27005:2018  Risk Assessment process. Table 6- 

Sensitivity Ratings for People-Employees Asset presented the primary link and parameters to the 
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Risk Assessment process. It might provide a clearer understanding of how the user trust behavior 

and associated risk rating can be integrated into the entire ISO/IEC 27005:2018  Risk 

Management process. The resulting outcome was a likely relationship established and aligned 

with the risk management process. In reviewing the literature, no data was found on the 

association between user behavior trust degree & associated behavior risk rating and the risk 

management process from previous research. This possible association established in the results 

facilitates the traceability of specific user behavior to the risk assessment- people employees as 

an asset and the corresponding risk treatment for the cloud's remediation process. The increased 

behavior trust and reduced risk rating reflected the positive changes of user-id-3 attitude after 

post risk treatment and further used to update the historical trust records and the rest of the 

processes for continuous risk monitoring 

Prior studies have noted the importance of user behavior trust as a mechanism to support the 

authentication process since it is not enough to provide sufficient security across the cloud. 

However, for this view to be possible, a Trust Evaluation model needed to be designed based on 

the seven principles for evaluating users according to [69] research work, User Behavior and 

Trust Evaluation in Cloud Computing. Furthermore, as mentioned in the literature review in 

chapter 3 concerning a selection of an appropriate trust evaluation model from the comparison 

between different trust models [69], the Trust evaluation model of cloud users based on behavior 

data was selected and adapted as a choice of a trust evaluation and computation engine [74]. The 

ability of the adapted trust evaluation model to apply its algorithms in conjunction with the seven 

principles for evaluating users during modeling user trust of how they utilize the cloud was 

significant criteria over other important trust models such as Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory 

(ART) and Neuro-Fuzzy Techniques [73]. 

Although recent research has suggested that integrating a trust-based concept into adaptive 

security will ensure a  secure, ubiquitous computing environment [16], the researchers did not 

provide any practical guide to how this could be implemented. Further research Trust-based 

decision-making for smart and adaptive environments, User Modeling and User-Adapted 

Interaction, conducted by [54], also suggested trust-based decision-making for smart and adaptive 

environments based on Bayesian networks' User Trust Model, ensuring users' experience and 

acceptance of smart energy systems. However, the trust perspective was based on how users 

perceived and accepted the smart system but not putting user behavior into context and influencing 

the adaptive nature of the smart energy system. Additional interesting research, Trust Evaluation 

Based on Node's Characteristics and Neighbouring Nodes' Recommendations for WSN by [66], 

outlined trust management as a critical factor that will evaluate and establish trustworthy nodes 

during packet routing across the node and thereby choosing a node for routing across Wireless 

Sensor Network also detecting their unexpected node behavior. An alternative mechanism instead 

of routing packets in the encrypted format against eavesdropping. The [66] research was tailored 

towards WSN nodes instead of user activities and related behavior. A similar study, TAS-IoT: 

Trust-Based Adaptive Security in the IoT by [68], emphasizes the significance of integrating the 
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concept of trust to adaptive security that considerably reduces energy consumption across IoT 

nodes and remains secure. The research work by [68] was based on the IoT node trust context and 

its adaptivity. The closest related work regarding user behavior was the Adaptive Security Policy 

Using User Behavior Analysis and Human Elements of Information Security" by the researcher 

[75]. The main objective was to analyze human behavior and determine its behavioral trust degree 

through the Fuzzy-logic trust model, which forms the basis for an adaptive security policy [75]. 

But the research did not consider the effect and impact of integrating a  user behavior trust into the 

ISO/2705:2018 Risk Management process to help determine or link to an adaptive security policy; 

in other words, adaptive security preventive control. 

 

7.2.2   Policy Decision Point (PDP) Central Server 

 

The Policy Decision Point shown in figures 19-a & 19-b is one of the vital components of the 

designed framework. Its primary function is to process and generate additional user behavior trust 

and risk rating parameters that will be further mapped into a decision-making process. 

The Logical processor presented in figure 19-b takes in the resulting user behavior 

comprehensive trust degree and then evaluates it against an Abnormal Threshold value plus 

associated user behavior risk rating. Afterward, adapts and set each user's trust and risk levels, 

categorized as Complete Trust, Partial Trust, and Not Credible, and risk rating of  High, Medium, 

and Low Risk. The process makes these values suitable for the decision-making process. Based 

on the newly adapted and set parameters, the decision-making process dictates the following 

access control "Grant full access," "Grant limited access, or "Deny Access," depending on 

resulting user trust and risk levels derived previously. An adaptive security engine later enforces 

the outcome access control decision. An example of the resulting data from the PDP was the 

user-id-3 with the following profile; user behavior trust level of "not credible," and user behavior 

risk rating of "high" with access control  decision of  "deny access." As expressed previously, the 

same resulting data played a significant role as the primary link and parameters when conducting 

ISO/IEC 27005:2018  Risk Assessment, as presented in Table 6.  

While previous research has focused on eXtensible Access Control Markup Language as the 

only standardized access control standard that dynamically enforces authorization for resource 

access [79], the idea of adapting this standardized protocol to create a modular user identity and 

access control management across the cloud might be significant. The process involved 

integrating the policy decision point to process the user behavior trust degree and associated risk 

rating for access decision making in conjunction with access control enforcement by the adaptive 

security control.      
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7.2.3  Adaptive Security Control Engine 

 

Also expressed previously in chapters 5, 6, and presented in figure 18, the adaptive security 

control engines function as control enforcement points. The system dynamically enforces any 

four controls as part of its risk treatment capabilities: preventive, detective, retrospective, or 

respond, and predictive controls based on the type of decision received as input from the Policy 

Decision Point.   

The received decisions are associated with each user behavior trust level and associated risk 

rating, which is then subjected to adaptive and adynamic security enforcement to mitigate the 

actual threat and identified risk. Figure 18 presents the critical elements within the preventive, 

detective, retrospective, or respond and predictive controls. The controls were applied as a part of 

the risk treatment and a continuous risk management process that might enhance cloud users' 

identity and access control management. For example, the effect of applying the adaptive security 

control engine as a risk treatment could be observed through a user tagged with a user-id-3 with 

associated profile; user behavior trust level "not credible," user behavior risk rating "high," with 

access control decision "deny access.". The adaptive security controls reduced each identified 

risk related to user-id-3 attitude or behavior to one level lower m as observed in Table 8, Risk 

Register and  Risk Monitor. A reasonable explanation for this reduction was due to changes in 

the user attitude, which eventually led to an increase in user behavior trust level and seamless 

decrease of the behavior risk rating after the adaptive security controls were applied as risk 

treatment. 

Incorporating the adaptive security control as part of the framework with its resulting 

outcome was built on the existing principle and concept Designing an Adaptive Security 

Architecture for Protection From Advanced Attacks by [78], to design a security control that can 

dynamically adapt to ubiquitous environments like the cloud and IoT against emerging threats. 

[78] principle and concept have been widely accepted and applied in the information security 

field of studies. Although, despite the widely accepted principles and concepts by [78], which 

constitute the fundamental aspect of the system, the idea of associating it to the policy decision 

point and the user trust level with behavior risk rating was a significant idea that might help focus 

on tackling and treating identified risk exclusive related to people as an asset during the risk 

management process. 

Previous research that relied on [78] principle and the concept was the research studies 

Adaptive Security Framework for the Blockchain on IoT, conducted by [12], a framework 

designed to dynamically compute and allocate existing resources for IoT nodes while maintaining 

a secure environment. However,[12] did not tailor the research towards a user behavior trust 

context; instead, it focuses on the interaction of the IoT nodes to adaptively compute and allocate 

resources during blockchain processing. In addition, research work Adaptive Risk Management 

Framework for Cloud Computing by [63] emphasized implementing a dynamical risk treatment 

framework over a statically approach balance between the security and performance degradation. 
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However, the implementation of the security mechanism fell short of applying this approach to a 

user behavior trust context since user behavior trust context was not the key focus of the research 

risk management framework. Lastly, [64] research adapted the adaptive security principle and 

concept to design Risk-Based Adaptive Security for Smart IoT in eHealth to estimate and predict 

risk damages and future benefits using game theory and context-awareness techniques. However, 

[64] did not tailor the research towards a user behavior trust context since it was not a key focus. 

 

7.2.4  ISO/2705:2018 Risk Management Process 

 

This section outlines the resulting outcome of the risk assessment and treatment processes, 

detailing how the designed framework was integrated and used as a possible mitigation solution 

that might help resolve identified risks associated directly with untrusted user behavior. The 

process started by defining a context with employees classified as people assets presented in 

Tables 4 and 6. Afterward, risk sensitivity rating was used as a  critical factor to determine how 

valuable or essential people asset was. Next, the people asset was identified as User-id-3, later 

used as a sample during the risk management. Finally, User-id-3 was prioritized for risk 

treatment due to the following profile: user behavior trust level "not credible," user behavior risk 

rating "high" with asset valuation rating "high sensitivity.". As mentioned previously, User-id-3  

with an associated profile formed a likely primary link and parameters that could be regarded as a 

relationship between the designed framework and the  ISO/IEC 27005:2018  Risk management 

process, as presented in Tables 6, 7, and 8. The likely established relationship between the 

"designed framework and the  ISO/IEC 27005:2018  Risk management process ", in conjunction 

with the combination of the following theoretical concept of; user behavior trust manager, policy 

detection, and adaptive security control, might be considered as the underlining factor that makes 

this project probably unique beyond the state-of-the-act. Next were the Risk Assessment and  

Risk Treatment processes outlined in the subsequent sections. 

The Risk Assessment process was performed using sample User-id-3 that was prioritized for 

risk treatment due to its associated profile and potential to inflict severe damage to the cloud 

service. As a result, the identified risk was directly associated with any users, as presented in 

Table 7 Qualitative Risk Assessment - Risk Registry. The Qualitative risk assessment approach 

identified the resulting identified risk by combining the initially derived risk matrix, then 

combined with the risk sensitivity scale to form a more granular matrix to determine the 

identified risk ultimately. Afterward, the framework was applied to each identified risk directly 

related to the User-id-3 profile during the Risk Treatment process as presented in Table 8, Risk 

Register and  Risk Monitor. As a result, the user behavior risk sensitivity ratings were reduced 

from High to Low. The primary reason for reducing associated risk with User-id-3 changed to the 

user attitudes or behavior as expressed previously, eventually affecting the risk sensitivity ratings, 

which might have influenced the risk ratings. Therefore, the positive changes of user-id-3 were 

reflected in the user's increased behavior trust value and reduced behavior risk rating. This data 
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formed the basis for updating the historical trust records and the rest of the processes for 

continuous risk monitoring. 

 

7.3 Practical Implications of the Designed Framework 

 

This combination of findings supports the conceptual premise that the Trust-Based Adaptive 

Security Framework based on User Behavior could be adapted and used as possible guidelines or 

recommendations for the research community and information security field of study to help 

enhance user identity and access control management across the SaaS. Furthermore, the evidence 

from this study suggests that when cloud user activities with associated behavior trust levels are 

analyzed and monitored during an attempt to bypass any access controls or after being granted 

access,  could help give an insight into the security posture of the cloud environment, and 

enforced the corresponding control measure to remediate risk through the ISO/IEC 27017:2015 

Risk Management process. 

However, referring back to the literature review, Traditional Cloud User Entity and Access 

Control mechanisms such as; Identity and Access Management (IAM), Identity-as-a-Service 

(IDaaS), and Cloud Identity Management [23] were known to show weakness when tracking a 

particular user to specific activities. An example of this limitation could be that cloud users 

constantly move across domain network infrastructure, seamlessly changing between IP 

addresses, assets, and clouds services; tracking down malicious user activities tends to be 

complicated. Another example is; that a malicious actor might masquerade and infiltrate the 

corporate network due to compromised legitimate users to conduct malicious activities that might 

go undetected.  

From an information security standpoint and referring to the literature review, the ISO/IEC 

27017:2015 Risk Management process did not explicitly dictate how People Asset should be 

defined during the Context definition and Risk Assessment phase [29]. As a result, the idea of 

integrating the "User Behavior Trust context" as a People Asset into the ISO/IEC 27017:2015 

Risk Management process could be a reasonable approach that might help focus exclusively on 

tackling identified risks directly associated with users activities or attitudes across the cloud. 

Eventually, this approach might enhance how user identity and access control are effectively 

managed across the cloud. 

       

7.4  Limitations of the Research  

 

Among the limitations faced with the thesis project was simulating a trust modeling processor, 

policy detection point server, and adaptive security engines to produce a proof of concept to 
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support the research finds. Moreover, the possibility of finding an appropriate open-source 

software with integrated Artificial intelligence to simulate the adaptive security architecture with 

corresponding subsystems control engines was not possible; most existing adaptive security 

architecture are built-in cyber security platforms as a proprietary product. In addition, processors 

for simulating a user behavior trust-modeling, in conjunction with eXtensible Access Control 

Markup Language were additional challenges experienced. In general, the lack of adequate 

resources limited the ability to present a clear picture through a proof of concept of how the 

technologies, concepts, and principles function collectively to produce the outlined result. 

Furthermore, risk Monitoring and Risk Communication were exempted from the complete Risk 

Management process due to the project's scope. 

Despite these limitations of the research outlined previously, the findings or results reported 

for the design and implementation appear to support the assumption that when the designed 

framework is integrated into the Risk Management process, it might reduce risk to an acceptable. 

For example, identified risks directly related to untrusted user behavior during interaction with 

the cloud environment. Furthermore, seamlessly enhancing user identity and access control 

management of traditional identity and access control mechanism that relies exclusively on user-

assigned IP addresses that are prone to changes as users move from domain to domain across the 

cloud with a specific user account, instead of taking into consideration the behavior of the user 

and associated activities behind that account. 
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Chapter 8                           

Conclusion and  Future Research Directions    
 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

 

The research project aimed to develop a risk mitigation solution known as User Behavior Trust-

Based Adaptive Security framework that would attempt to answer the research question:” How 

can a trust-based adaptive security framework be integrated into risk mitigation to enhance SaaS 

user identity and access control based on user behavior?”. A framework that will be specifically 

based on user behavior trust context and how it can be integrated into the ISO/2705:2018  risk 

management process to possibly enhance the limitations of traditional User Identity and Access 

Control management solutions during users' interaction with the SaaS cloud environment.  The 

significant resulting outcome of this study shows that when a user behavior trust degree or trust 

level, policy decision making, with an adaptive security control is integrated into the risk 

management process, it could mitigate or reduce the risk associated with untrusted user behavior 

to an acceptable risk level during the user interaction with the cloud. Furthermore, it 

demonstrates a possible correlation between the reduced risk level and improved user attitude. An 

effect that eventually increased a user behavior trust level and seamless reduction of associated 

behavior risk rating after implementing the framework as risk treatment during ISO/2705:2018 

risk management process. 

A Trust evaluation model that evaluates users' behavior based on their activities was 

integrated with a policy decision point and an adaptive security control processor. The user 

behavior trust model generates the trust level and associated risk rating based on how they behave 

before and after granting access. Individual trust levels can be increased or decreased by 

punishment based on the current attitude of the user. The policy decision point concept included 

in the design was to provide a logical decision-making point that the adaptive security process 

will consult. The function of the adaptive security processes is to enforce the corresponding 

controls to mitigate the risk caused by the user actions. Implementing the design framework into 

the risk management process as a possible treatment solution for identified risk exposure did 

show how the risk exposure level was reduced and user risk sensitivity level that is tightly liked 

to both; behavior trust level and behavior risk level. The primary reason for the reduction was due 

to controls enforced by the adaptive security processor, which might have influenced the user 

behavior and eventually reduced the risk level. The change in attitude also affected the 

recalculation of the behavior trust degree and behavior risk ratings and are reflected as an update 

to the historical trust degree records. In the background, the design framework was conceptually 

based by illustrating how behavior trust modeling can be integrated into security features such as 

policy decision point and adaptive security to produce a possible risk mitigation solution to 
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resolve limitations and enhance the implementation of user identity and access control 

mechanism across the cloud environment. 

While the design is still not conclusive in real-world practicality or implications, it can still be 

suggested that the resulting framework could still be useful or improved by other researchers in 

the research community and information security field of study for SaaS. The framework was 

designed based on combinations of proven technological or scientific concepts and principles 

such as; user behavior trust modeling, adaptive security architecture, and eXtensible access 

control markup language, with its integration into a standard ISO/2705:2018  risk management 

process.  

The core functionality is to uniquely identify, control and monitor access based on a user 

behavior pattern from individual activities. Conventional methods of controlling access after 

users are successfully identified and granted access are insufficient enough because a legitimate 

authorized user account can be exploited due to vulnerabilities, for example, abuse of user 

account or credential theft, to name a few. This shortcoming of uniquely and continuous 

monitoring of users trying to access the cloud illegally or even legitimate users with malicious 

intent should still be monitored and controlled through user behavior trust and associated risk 

levels within the cloud environment since humans are the weakest link in the security chain. 

Based on the rationale of the framework's core functionality, the notion that the Trust-Based 

Adaptive Security Framework based on “User Behavior Trust context “could serve as a 

recommended guideline to the research community and information security field of study to 

contribute to the enhancement of cloud user identity and access control management is the 

ultimate goal of the project. 

 

8.2  Future Research Directions 

 

The research was based on a conceptual and abstract presentation of how scientific research and 

technological concepts and principles can be put together to produce a framework solution that 

might be applicable in the real world. However, due to the limitations faced with this thesis 

project, with regards to the ability to simulate the framework system functionalities to provide a 

proof of concept, a sample result of the research finds, and its real-world implication. Therefore, I 

suggest that further research be undertaken to establish the viability or practicability of the 

designed framework. That would involve simulating and transforming this conceptual and 

abstract framework into a real-world working solution for the benefits of the information security 

field of practice and the research community. Additional suggested research area, "Trust-based 

adaptive security focusing exclusively on services and applications-processes behavior," might be 

an area of interest that will focus specifically on services and applications-processes behavior 

trust context to possibly contribute to the enhancement of computing processes identity and 

access control management within the SaaS environment. 
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